Date

Time

Program

Synopsis

01/08/2018 00:55

The Transcend

The young novel writer Yan Dong faces obstacles in his writing
career when he published his first spiritual and supernatural
genre novel. He is being criticized all the time for his work. His
manager Bao Jin has no choice but dares Yan Dong to go
further into the unknown realm so he can compose a more
believable novel. He suggests Yan Dong to use all kinds of
traditional customaries to open his 'third' eye in order to see
spirits and ghosts.

01/08/2018 02:55

Sworn Brothers

A tough look at the Hong Kong underworld with Andy Lau and
Cheung Kwok-keung two pals who stand on different sides of
the law.

01/08/2018 04:25

Sting Of The
Scorpion

Maggie, Anthony Wong, and Lester Chan star as three
childhood friends and recent graduates of the Hong Kong police
academy who find themselves assigned to the same precinct.
Both men have feelings for their female colleague, but Maggie
only has eyes for Anthony.

01/08/2018 05:40

Tiger Cage 2

An ex-cop and divorce lawyer team up with a gangster to clear
their names after getting involved in a dirty money scheme led
by a vicious money launderer.

01/08/2018 07:15

Growing Up

This comedy-drama follows a young man as he changes from
an intelligently aware youth, to a teenager with much less
confidence than he once had, and finally, to a stable adult. Along
the way, his mother remarries to obtain the financial security she
needs for her family and the subsequent family relationships are
all affected. His mother commits suicide for an incident and it
changes the young man.

01/08/2018 08:50

With all the martial arts schools flourishing in Foshan, it’s
become the mecca of elite fighters. Chin Wu Athletic
Association is the best among them. Kwok Tin is selected to be
the new leader of the Chin Wu Athletic Association. And his son
Unbeatable Youth
Kwok Chun Tung stays in Foshan. The eight associations in
Foshan are invited by Chui to attend a party. Chui claims that
Chinese Kongfu cannot defeats the eight elites from eight
countries.

New Police Story

Police Inspector Wing used to be Hong Kong's top cop, but
when his entire team is wiped out by a youthful group of coldblooded bank robbers, Wing quickly falls into a deep depression.
A year after everyone including Wing's fiancée has lost their
faith in the fallen police inspector, Wing gets a second shot at
glory when he is assigned an ambitious new partner and given
the opportunity to bring the gang that nearly destroyed his life to
justice.

Natural Born
Lover

Reportedly inspired by a true story, the lighthearted urban
romance has a bigger emphasis on comedy compared to the
director's past films, but still features loads of his unique insights
on relationship. When pastry chef Lam meets nurse Bo, he is
instantly attracted to her by her angelic beauty and ladylike
grace. They soon fall madly in love with each other, but Lam
begins to see the not-so-desirable side of her.

01/08/2018 14:10

My Egg Boy

Even in modern-day Taipei, women feel the societal pressure to
get married and have children before the clock runs out.
Thankfully, there is a solution: freeze your eggs and prolong
your fertility until the right one comes along! A comical tale on
freezing time for the sake of prolonging the pursuit of love, this
Taiwanese comedy showcases the “smallest” actors on the big
screen: frozen spermatozoa and eggs.

01/08/2018 16:00

Kung Fu Mahjong

Another gambling movie from Wong Jing, this time he combines
the fun of kung fu and mahjong.

01/08/2018 17:45

Where the Wind
Settles

The year when the Chinese Civil War breaks out, Fan and Shun
Zi escort their injured Captain Sheng to safety. After they have
fled the small town, they accidently find a small child hidden in a
ceramic pot in a deserted village. Little Feng Hsien pokes his
head out, bursting into laughter. Brought together by Fate, the
three men have to take the child with them on the run. But they
can never expect that they would run from Huaibei to Taiwan.

01/08/2018 19:50

Since being publicly dumped by her boyfriend years ago, Qi Jia
has had a rough go of it. Often violent and almost always rowdy,
the perpetually drunk Qi Jia seems to stumble from one messy
Meet Miss Anxiety situation to another. She shares an apartment with her best
friend Shuer and the shy Xiaoou whose apparent affections for
Qi Jia go sadly unnoticed. When the already volatile Qi Jia is
diagnosed with early on-set menopause…

01/08/2018 10:20

01/08/2018 12:20

A Dream Team

Sammy's Hui Man Keung believes in fate and feng shui. When
he was born, a fortune teller prophesied that he'd meet his cruel
end by the time he's 30 years old. Now on the brink of that fatal
age, he feels even more downhearted…

01/08/2018 23:05

Ghost Child

Still trying to come to terms with her mother's death, Kim (Kayley
Woo) has to welcome another new member in her family – Na
(Carmen Soo), an Indonesian-Chinese woman whom her father
Choon (Chen Han Wei) is going to marry. A series of mysterious
events starts to take place following Na's arrival, and as things
begin to spin out of control, Choon and Kim find out the
wickedness comes from a bundle carried by Na.

02/08/2018 00:35

The Skeleton
Road

There are ten segments in all with some longer and others
shorter. Master Szeto is back and, with his mostly fearless crew
in tow, he traipses across Asia in search of the supernatural.

02/08/2018 02:10

Swordsman

'Sunflower Scripture' is suddenly stolen from the Forbidden City!
In order to avoid any scandal, head eunuch Koo Jin-foo appoints
Cho Leng-tsan to investigate.

02/08/2018 04:05

A firefighter savages a spiritual shrine from an old burning
building, which releases the gentle ghost of a Chinese opera
Burning Sensation
singer, killed in a stage fire 30 years before. The ghost falls for
him…

02/08/2018 05:35

Web of Deception

Brigitte Lin is an executive blackmailed in a tense thriller whose
suspects include Joey Wang, Pauline Wong, and Elizabeth Lee.

Murmur of the
Hearts

Nan and Mei are brother and sister growing up on the beautiful
Green Island, off the shore of the port city of Taitung in Taiwan,
and often to their mother’s fairytales of mermaids and angels.
But soon their parents separated. Four-year-old Mei goes to
Taipei with her mother, while seven-year-old Nan stays on
Green Island with his father. Mei grows up with the memories of
her mum and her brother only.

01/08/2018 21:30

02/08/2018 07:10

02/08/2018 09:10

After leaving the military, Lobang, Wayang King, Sergeant Ong,
Ah Boys to Men 4 and Ken Chow are all busy with their respective career as
civilians. That’s until they are called back to serve the nation …

02/08/2018 11:15

Buddy Cops

Short-tempered cop Fei constantly causes trouble with his
impulsive crime-busting, and his latest transgression has earned
him a transfer to the force's most useless department. There he
gets paired up with Johnny, a wimpy desk-duty mama's boy. Fei
and Johnny already can't stand each other at work, but soon
they have to deal with each other at home too when Fei's father
and Johnny's mother suddenly get married…

02/08/2018 12:55

Ip Man II

After the war, the family lived in Foshan and experienced
hardship. Ip therefore went to Hong Kong to start a new page
with his family in 1949.

My Papa Rich

Yang is a widower who is used to living a solitary life. He lives a
simple and poor life. His eldest daughter is married and resides
in Kuala Lumpur, his second daughter is still studying in
Singapore and his youngest son works as a small-time
salesman. Yang’s real trouble begins when he realizes that he
cannot afford to celebrate the coming Chinese New Year.

02/08/2018 16:30

Godspeed

A Taiwanese drug mule has his foolproof smuggling method
thrown out of whack when he catches a ride with the wrong cab
driver, in this highly entertaining caper starring Hong Kong
comedy legend Michael Hui. A fantastic showcase for revered
Hong Kong actor and comedian Michael Hui, Chung's
freewheeling fourth film veers from character-driven humour to
nail-biting suspense, tracing its hapless characters' journey from
calm to chaos.

02/08/2018 18:20

Super Express

A modest super-express delivery courier gets entangled in a
spiral of adventure and romance in Shanghaï. the robbery of a
cat statue relic exhibited at a museum in Marseille, France.

02/08/2018 14:45

Fist & Faith

Set during the 1930s after the Japanese invasion of Manchuria,
a teacher and a group of students establish a study club to
preserve their language and culture as an act of protest against
the foreign invaders.

02/08/2018 21:30

Grey Met Shrek

Everyone wants to be in his or her own fairy tale, but sometimes,
fairy tales don't turn out the way you expect. Grey is an office
worker with a bit of a shopping addiction. One day, just after
being fired, she comes across a gorgeous pair of shoes that she
couldn't possibly afford. Before she fully understood what she
was doing, she's stolen the shoes, and in a desperate bid to
escape, she climbs into a truck…

02/08/2018 23:10

Missing

After her husband is killed in a mysterious accident, a widow is
haunted by images of things she has never seen or experienced.

03/08/2018 01:05

Troublesome
Night 4

Leonardo, DiCaprio and Ming join a bargain tour to the
Philippines hoping to feast all they can on local girls as well as
those traveling with them. They’re initially excited that two
seemingly wantons girls, U2 and K2, have joined their tour,
together with a very pretty tour guide named Yan. But what they
thought was going to be an enjoyable trip turns out to be a
nightmare…

03/08/2018 02:40

Teaching Sucks

Anthony Wong and Jan Lamb are unenthusiastic teachers till
new colleague Cathy Tsui rekindles their interest in school and
life.

03/08/2018 04:15

Lord of East
China Sea II

The continuing epic adventures of fruit seller turned government
kingpin Yusheng, whose fortunes flounder as the political tide
turns after the Japanese invasion of Shanghai. Forced to live in
exile, he returns to find his way of life declining.

02/08/2018 19:50

03/08/2018 05:55

The story deals with two people from different social
backgrounds that begin the unlikeliest of romances in a land far
from home. With Cheung's meticulous direction, there is an
An Autumn's Tale almost fairy-tale like quality to this film. Chow Yun Fat's "Boat
Head" and Cherie Cheung's Lee Kay defined romance for years,
and the song played in the film, "At the Forest and the Wild",
moved many to tears!

03/08/2018 07:35

The Return of
Pom Pom

Two detectives and best buddies investigate how the inspector
is framed by a master thief. Accidentally they meet the thief's
daughter.

03/08/2018 09:05

The Kid from the
Big Apple 2

Sequel to the critically acclaim The Kid From The Big Apple.
Sarah is back in Malaysia to spend her holiday with grandpa
who is showing signs of dementia.

Doomsday Party

On one fateful day, 5 strangers’ lives will intertwine together
from a bank heist where the robbers are armed with bombs. We
will met a misunderstood college dropout, a bank clerk who’s
stuck in love triangle, a good cop suffering from Glaucoma, a
widow who’s turned her back from her children because of love
and a retired teacher plan to commit suicide inside the bank.
Each of their stories will twist and twist and turn to unexpected
climax.

Blood of Youth

At Yuancheng orphanage, teenage brawler Su Ang is beaten to
within an inch of his life by bully Da Gui for standing up for his
girlfriend Lin Qiao, a fellow orphan. Later, Lin Qiao takes
revenge on Da Gui by luring him up a rickety water tower.

Shinjuku Incident

Tractor repairman Steelhead sneaks into Japan illegally to look
for his girlfriend Xiu Xiu. He joins old friend Jie and a band of
Chinese illegal immigrants living in the shadowy fringes of
Japanese society. Steelhead rises to become the new leader of
Shinjuku with the help of yakuza boss. After Steelhead gets
legal status to live in Japan, he retreats to settle into a quiet life
with his new girlfriend Lily. But their peace is interrupted…

03/08/2018 11:00

03/08/2018 12:35

03/08/2018 14:25

03/08/2018 16:30

It is the story primarily of two half-brothers, Dragon and Tiger,
separated at a young age. The younger Tiger was raised at the
titular dojo, whereas Dragon was adopted by a mob boss after
Dragon Tiger Gate his mother's death. Years later, the two of them come into
conflict by chance. A third warrior, Turbo Shek, eventually joins
the fight as well and they eventually band together to take on
Shibumi and the Luocha Gang.

03/08/2018 18:10

Written By

A lawyer who is killed in a car accident finds himself resurrected
as a character in his daughter's novel.

03/08/2018 19:40

Skiptrace

A detective from Hong Kong teams up with an American
gambler to battle against a notorious Chinese criminal.

03/08/2018 21:30

Love Forever

In the Jilin Past Stories Speech Competition in Beihua
University, two students find out that their stories actually come
from one love story during the Anti-Japanese War.

03/08/2018 23:05

Haunted Hotel

Young couple enter a wrong hotel when they travel to Malaysia
and horrible things occur.

04/08/2018 00:40

Since being publicly dumped by her boyfriend years ago, Qi Jia
has had a rough go of it. Often violent and almost always rowdy,
the perpetually drunk Qi Jia seems to stumble from one messy
Meet Miss Anxiety situation to another. She shares an apartment with her best
friend Shuer and the shy Xiaoou whose apparent affections for
Qi Jia go sadly unnoticed. When the already volatile Qi Jia is
diagnosed with early on-set menopause…

04/08/2018 02:20

Always on My
Mind

Michael as a money-grubbing news anchor who's just
discovered that he has cancer. The TV station he works at is
also looking to fire him. Before the station has a chance to
finalize the firing, though, the news anchor finds fame overnight
thanks to his coverage of a sensational robbery.

04/08/2018 04:00

The Chinese
Feast

Kit is a gangster looking to start a new life as a chef in Canada,
so he can be closer to his girlfriend. But in his struggle to learn
the fine art of cuisine, he runs across a red-headed …

04/08/2018 05:45

A group of girls go on a camping trip and take shelter from the
rain in an abandoned temple. One of them, Bonnie, takes a rope
she found in the temple back with her not knowing that in the
The Happy Ghost rope lies the soul of a fallen scholar from the Ching Dynasty.
The ghost, Bindeye Pik, tries to help them with some of their
daily trials and tribulations but then unwittingly gets them into
trouble.

04/08/2018 07:20

04/08/2018 09:05

04/08/2018 10:50

Comeuppance

Sunny Chan is the cop chasing uncommon serial killer Patrick
Tam, who one day kills off a scummy triad on almost a whim.
Liking the aftermath, he proceeds to plan his next few killings
much to the dismay of the local triads. Meanwhile, reporter
Jordan Chan makes the real-life crime drama the fodder for his
crime fiction serial. Before long, Tam begins using the fiction to
fuel his own plans, and soon Jordan is concerned that he may
be responsible.

My Loving
Trouble 7

James, a director of TV commercials who becomes infatuated
with Julia, a mysterious woman he happens to notice walking
across the street one day. She is actually a high-tech industrial
spy, and plans to quit the service after completing one more
mission, with the help of her new partner Candy. When the
women realize that they have been set up, James tries to help
them and the initially hostile Julia begins warming up to him.

Bring Back the
Dead

When her seven-year-old son dies in a tragic road accident, a
grieving mother, with the help of her former caregiver Mdm
Seetoh, resorts to supernatural forces to bring back his soul so
he can be 'by her side' at home. However, after several strange
and even deadly occurrences in the house, she begins to
suspect that there is something amiss with the soul she has
brought back. She then unravels the horrific truth.

A Dream Team

Sammy's Hui Man Keung believes in fate and feng shui. When
he was born, a fortune teller prophesied that he'd meet his cruel
end by the time he's 30 years old. Now on the brink of that fatal
age, he feels even more downhearted…

04/08/2018 13:55

The Fierce Wife

The movie continues the story from the TV series which ended
with a cliff hanger where the wife was deciding whether to return
to her cheating husband or have a relationship with her boss. 4
years after the divorce, her cheating husband, Wen Rui Fan,
comes back in hopes of re-kindling their love. Will An Zhen
return back to him or move on to a new love?

04/08/2018 15:50

The House That
Never Dies II

During the last years of the Republic, the country was in chaos.
With the warlords’ mutiny in the capital, Marshal Zhang
Zhisheng was forced to marry the great warlord’s daughter Ji
Jincui but subsequently.

04/08/2018 17:30

La Lingerie

Miu, Donut, Celine and CC come from four different walks of life.
Yet they always seem to hang out at the same place, a sexy
lingerie shop where Donut works…

Hollywood
Adventures

Ming goes to America for his love. Wai goes there for his movie
dream. Wei goes there for a reason. When the three
inadvertently stumble upon an illegal import operation, they are
forced to band together and go on the run from the authorities
who believe them to be guilty. Not only that, but they are being
ruthlessly pursued by Manny Love, the angry ringleader of the
very lucrative crime ring that our three heroes have thrown into
jeopardy.

Mad Detective

A missing police pistol is connected to a series of recent heists
and murders. Its owner, Wong, vanished while pursuing
suspects in the mountains, yet his partner, Chi-Wai,
miraculously returned unharmed…

04/08/2018 12:20

04/08/2018 19:35

04/08/2018 21:30

04/08/2018 23:05

Just as the fabulously wealthy Mr. and Mrs. Kau are preparing
for their beloved daughter Sherry and her fiancé Johnny's
engagement party, an unwanted distraction barges in on the
An Inspector Calls festivities in the form of Inspector Karl, who's investigating the
apparent suicide of a pregnant young woman, Cindy Cheung. It
turns out that Cindy was acquainted with every single member of
the Kau family.

05/08/2018 00:35

Sara

After being sexually abused as a child by her stepfather, Sara
runs away from home, earns her own keep and spends her
nights in various locales, including fast-food joints that stay open
24 hours. While hanging around the Tsim Sha Tsui East
promenade late one evening, she meets the gentlemanly,
middle-aged Kam Ho Yin. The two embark on a complex
relationship that involves his getting her into a good school and
a new life she chooses to take.

05/08/2018 02:05

Ninth Happiness

Choi Hung village is full of innocents: people sing and work. The
town beauty, Chi Wan, sees a stranger in the woods and falls in
love, believing he's a fairy. He pursues her, keeping his real
name secret, seeking advice from her sister, Heung, who
suggests he buy Chi Wan a fan. Chi Wan and Heung's
boyfriend, Dup, think the stranger and Heung are romantically
involved, so mistaken jealousies erupt…

05/08/2018 03:30

3 Days of a Blind
Girl

Mrs. Ng, who is left temporarily blind after an operation. Second
day, her husband takes off to Macau for a few days. Soon
afterwards, Sam, a former patient shows up, with sinister
motives.

05/08/2018 04:55

Fatal Love

Romantic thriller with lovers Leslie Cheung and Cherie Chung
facing death at the hands of her gangster ex-boyfriend.

05/08/2018 06:25

The Private Eyes

A small detective agency and the problems it has staying in
business and out of trouble; but essentially it is a social comedy
and a very penetrating comment on the human condition.

The China's Next
Top Princess

A spoof of the popular American TV show, America's Next Top
Model, the movie tells the story of two girls.

My Papa Rich

Yang is a widower who is used to living a solitary life. He lives a
simple and poor life. His eldest daughter is married and resides
in Kuala Lumpur, his second daughter is still studying in
Singapore and his youngest son works as a small-time
salesman. Yang’s real trouble begins when he realizes that he
cannot afford to celebrate the coming Chinese New Year.

Twilight Online

In 2003, a collision between a double-decker bus and a truck in
Tuen Mun took the lives of 21 people. Ten years after the
accident, several tenants on the Yau Oi Estate, which is located
near the scene of the collision, report witnessing a woman clad
in red jumping to her death on multiple nights. When strange
things start happening to the students, Gu and Bee are called to
help.

05/08/2018 13:00

Love on a Diet

Mimi Mo, a young exchange student to Japan who met and fell
in love with a budding pianist, Kurokawa. Kurokawa eventually
leaves to study music in the USA and returns to Japan as a
famous musician. Mimi has dealt with her depression by eating
and weights over 300lbs and Kurokawa doesn't recognize her.
Mimi meets Fatty who helps her lose the weight. But they fall in
love.

05/08/2018 14:40

Gen-X Cops star Stephen Fung makes his directorial debut with
this action-comedy hybrid from Hong Kong. Frequent Jackie
Chan collaborator Daniel Wu plays Georgie, the gay son of a
triad king who has been chosen to take his father's place when
Enter the Phoenix
he dies. However, the crime boss's man thinks that Georgie's
roommate Sam (Eason Chan) is his leader's son, and Georgie is
all too happy to play along. Being the top dog isn't easy, and
soon Sam finds himself in danger.

05/08/2018 08:00

05/08/2018 09:40

05/08/2018 11:25

05/08/2018 16:25

LuLu the Movie

Lulu The Movie is a comedy about a determined Chinese lady
named Lulu who comes to Singapore to meet her online lover,
but after being disappointed by what he turns out to be, she
decides to make it on her own and succeeds in becoming an
international fashion icon and mogul.

Grey Met Shrek

Everyone wants to be in his or her own fairy tale, but sometimes,
fairy tales don't turn out the way you expect. Grey is an office
worker with a bit of a shopping addiction. One day, just after
being fired, she comes across a gorgeous pair of shoes that she
couldn't possibly afford. Before she fully understood what she
was doing, she's stolen the shoes, and in a desperate bid to
escape, she climbs into a truck…

Karmic Mahjong

Informed by fortune teller Blind Liu that he has been hexed,
down-on-his-luck mechanic Chen Chuan is determined to turn
his life around. Soon, Chen becomes convinced that it is his
wife's infidelity…

Brotherhood of
Blades

Set in the final years of the Ming Dynasty, Brotherhood of Blades
stars Chang Chen, Wang Qian Yun and Ethan Li as three
members of the secret military police tasked by the emperor to
hunt down the powerful eunuch who runs another branch of the
secret imperial police. However, the three men's loyalties are
sorely tested when one of them makes a choice that would
embroil them into a dangerous conspiracy.

05/08/2018 23:20

Where the Wind
Settles

The year when the Chinese Civil War breaks out, Fan and Shun
Zi escort their injured Captain Sheng to safety. After they have
fled the small town, they accidently find a small child hidden in a
ceramic pot in a deserted village. Little Feng Hsien pokes his
head out, bursting into laughter. Brought together by Fate, the
three men have to take the child with them on the run. But they
can never expect that they would run from Huaibei to Taiwan.

06/08/2018 01:25

Just as the fabulously wealthy Mr. and Mrs. Kau are preparing
for their beloved daughter Sherry and her fiancé Johnny's
engagement party, an unwanted distraction barges in on the
An Inspector Calls festivities in the form of Inspector Karl, who's investigating the
apparent suicide of a pregnant young woman, Cindy Cheung. It
turns out that Cindy was acquainted with every single member of
the Kau family.

06/08/2018 02:55

Bumbo and Owl are partners in crime and they scam some triad
big shot out of a load of money and decide to retire. Three years
later they both receive letters from Stanley Fung, in which he
informs them that he has proof of all their criminal activity and
unless they do exactly what he says–he will turn it over to the
cops. Fung is an ex-cop himself and is trying to get the goods on
the same triad leader that Sammo and George scammed.

05/08/2018 18:10

05/08/2018 19:50

05/08/2018 21:30

The Owl VS
Bumbo

06/08/2018 04:35

06/08/2018 06:10

06/08/2018 07:45

06/08/2018 09:20

06/08/2018 11:00

06/08/2018 12:50

A Chinese Ghost
Story

Compelled by a heavy rainstorm, Ning Tsai-shen trespasses on
the Orchid Temple on his way to the village. Ning is awakened in
the midnight and is attached to the bewitching music played by
Nieh Hsiao-tsing. Ning falls in love with Nieh, in spite of the
objection from a monk Yin, who lives in the temple. For Ning's
true love, Nieh betrays Old Evil, who manipulates Nieh to kill
strong men for its longevity. Yin comes to their rescue while
Ning finally realizes Nieh is a soul without body...

Righting Wrongs

Hsia is frustrated with a witness murdered and the traffickers
acquitted. He resigns from police to revenge but is attacked by
hitmen.

Easy Money

A car which transporting several billion dollars is caught in a
traffic jam. Robbers come from all different directions. The
person in charge of this heist is a beautiful young girl Young
Ling. The police put Senior Inspector Cheung to be in charge of
this case. Lam, the representative from the insurance company,
also joins the investigation, but their differing working ethics
cause them much disagreement…

Buddy Cops

Short-tempered cop Fei constantly causes trouble with his
impulsive crime-busting, and his latest transgression has earned
him a transfer to the force's most useless department. There he
gets paired up with Johnny, a wimpy desk-duty mama's boy. Fei
and Johnny already can't stand each other at work, but soon
they have to deal with each other at home too when Fei's father
and Johnny's mother suddenly get married…

Godspeed

A Taiwanese drug mule has his foolproof smuggling method
thrown out of whack when he catches a ride with the wrong cab
driver, in this highly entertaining caper starring Hong Kong
comedy legend Michael Hui. A fantastic showcase for revered
Hong Kong actor and comedian Michael Hui, Chung's
freewheeling fourth film veers from character-driven humour to
nail-biting suspense, tracing its hapless characters' journey from
calm to chaos.

Doomsday Party

On one fateful day, 5 strangers’ lives will intertwine together
from a bank heist where the robbers are armed with bombs. We
will met a misunderstood college dropout, a bank clerk who’s
stuck in love triangle, a good cop suffering from Glaucoma, a
widow who’s turned her back from her children because of love
and a retired teacher plan to commit suicide inside the bank.
Each of their stories will twist and twist and turn to unexpected
climax.

Ghost Child

Still trying to come to terms with her mother's death, Kim (Kayley
Woo) has to welcome another new member in her family – Na
(Carmen Soo), an Indonesian-Chinese woman whom her father
Choon (Chen Han Wei) is going to marry. A series of mysterious
events starts to take place following Na's arrival, and as things
begin to spin out of control, Choon and Kim find out the
wickedness comes from a bundle carried by Na.

06/08/2018 15:55

Natural Born
Lover

Reportedly inspired by a true story, the lighthearted urban
romance has a bigger emphasis on comedy compared to the
director's past films, but still features loads of his unique insights
on relationship. When pastry chef Lam meets nurse Bo, he is
instantly attracted to her by her angelic beauty and ladylike
grace. They soon fall madly in love with each other, but Lam
begins to see the not-so-desirable side of her.

06/08/2018 17:45

The Kid from the
Big Apple 2

Sequel to the critically acclaim The Kid From The Big Apple.
Sarah is back in Malaysia to spend her holiday with grandpa
who is showing signs of dementia.

06/08/2018 19:40

My Egg Boy

Even in modern-day Taipei, women feel the societal pressure to
get married and have children before the clock runs out.
Thankfully, there is a solution: freeze your eggs and prolong
your fertility until the right one comes along! A comical tale on
freezing time for the sake of prolonging the pursuit of love, this
Taiwanese comedy showcases the “smallest” actors on the big
screen: frozen spermatozoa and eggs.

06/08/2018 21:30

After leaving the military, Lobang, Wayang King, Sergeant Ong,
Ah Boys to Men 4 and Ken Chow are all busy with their respective career as
civilians. That’s until they are called back to serve the nation …

06/08/2018 23:35

Leonardo, DiCaprio and Ming join a bargain tour to the
Philippines hoping to feast all they can on local girls as well as
those traveling with them. They’re initially excited that two
seemingly wantons girls, U2 and K2, have joined their tour,
together with a very pretty tour guide named Yan. But what they
thought was going to be an enjoyable trip turns out to be a
nightmare…

06/08/2018 14:25

Troublesome
Night 4

Bring Back the
Dead

When her seven-year-old son dies in a tragic road accident, a
grieving mother, with the help of her former caregiver Mdm
Seetoh, resorts to supernatural forces to bring back his soul so
he can be 'by her side' at home. However, after several strange
and even deadly occurrences in the house, she begins to
suspect that there is something amiss with the soul she has
brought back. She then unravels the horrific truth.

Haunted Office

In the first tale, a newly-hired employee gets the shock of her life
upon entering the bathroom stall that her co-workers avoid at all
costs. The shocks keep coming when handsome suitor Ken
realizes that one of the women he's pursuing may not be what
she seems in the second tale and the trilogy winds to a close
with the story of a devoted longtime employee who loses her
pension when she is fired one day before her official retirement.

Robinson's
Crusoe

Robinson lives in Taiwan alone as his family move to America.
He has a box of clothes and a fish in the hotel. Having a great
success in the real estate sector, he still feels alone. His
girlfriend Vicky hopes to marry him. But he does not want to.
One day, he sees someone selling an island near Cuba on the
internet. He plans to buy it and live there on his own.

Love for Life

The peacefulness of a rural village has been disrupted by an
outbreak of a disease, which the locals call 'a fever'. Villagers
learn very quickly that there is no cure for the disease and
refuse to have anything to do with the infected. Lao Zhuzhu is a
teacher at the now-abandoned village school and the father of
Zhao Qiquan, the blood merchant responsible for causing the
outbreak...

07/08/2018 07:20

Linsanity

On February 4, 2012, Jeremy Lin led the New York Knicks past
the Nets to victory. Originally days away from being cut from the
team, the Harvard-educated Taiwanese-American point guard
turned into an overnight NBA sensation. It traces the California
native's journey from a hoops-loving childhood to his struggles
as an oft overlooked Asian-American player to breakout stardom
through interviews, home video footage and news and game
broadcasts.

07/08/2018 08:50

Missing

After her husband is killed in a mysterious accident, a widow is
haunted by images of things she has never seen or experienced.

07/08/2018 01:10

07/08/2018 02:40

07/08/2018 04:10

07/08/2018 05:40

07/08/2018 10:45

07/08/2018 12:25

07/08/2018 14:10

07/08/2018 16:00

07/08/2018 17:40

07/08/2018 19:35

Fist & Faith

Set during the 1930s after the Japanese invasion of Manchuria,
a teacher and a group of students establish a study club to
preserve their language and culture as an act of protest against
the foreign invaders.

My Loving
Trouble 7

James, a director of TV commercials who becomes infatuated
with Julia, a mysterious woman he happens to notice walking
across the street one day. She is actually a high-tech industrial
spy, and plans to quit the service after completing one more
mission, with the help of her new partner Candy. When the
women realize that they have been set up, James tries to help
them and the initially hostile Julia begins warming up to him.

Blood of Youth

At Yuancheng orphanage, teenage brawler Su Ang is beaten to
within an inch of his life by bully Da Gui for standing up for his
girlfriend Lin Qiao, a fellow orphan. Later, Lin Qiao takes
revenge on Da Gui by luring him up a rickety water tower.

Twins Mission

A Tibetan dZi bead on its way to be exhibited in Hong Kong was
stolen. With a possible link to a long-lost cult, the Gemini Clan,
the guardian of the dZi bead Lucky and his adopted son Hey
tried to solicit the help of the head of the Clan, the Principal.
However, when the mysterious gang seriously wounded Lucky
after another attack, the Principal reluctantly summoned the help
of the Clan's former members - Twins.

Hollywood
Adventures

Ming goes to America for his love. Wai goes there for his movie
dream. Wei goes there for a reason. When the three
inadvertently stumble upon an illegal import operation, they are
forced to band together and go on the run from the authorities
who believe them to be guilty. Not only that, but they are being
ruthlessly pursued by Manny Love, the angry ringleader of the
very lucrative crime ring that our three heroes have thrown into
jeopardy.

The Left Ear

The Left Ear tells a painful love story of four teenagers. The
seventeen-year old LI'er is an introvert girl whose left ear suffers
from poor hearing. One day, she suddenly expresses her love to
XU Ge who, however, becomes the boyfriend of an outgoing girl,
Bala. Li makes friends with Bala and meets ZHANG Yang whom
Bala really loves by chance. Later, Bala dies in an accident and
Li finally falls in love with Xu.

Beijing & New
York

It is a touching and complex love story that bridges time,
distance and culture, intertwining the lives of two Chinese
childhood friends and an American artist. It is set against the
backdrop of economic power shift between China and America.
As the film's complex love triangle takes the audience on a wild
ride, interweaving its way through the plot and each character's
unique existence.

07/08/2018 23:20

The Fierce Wife

The movie continues the story from the TV series which ended
with a cliff hanger where the wife was deciding whether to return
to her cheating husband or have a relationship with her boss. 4
years after the divorce, her cheating husband, Wen Rui Fan,
comes back in hopes of re-kindling their love. Will An Zhen
return back to him or move on to a new love?

08/08/2018 01:15

The China's Next
Top Princess

A spoof of the popular American TV show, America's Next Top
Model, the movie tells the story of two girls.

Doctor Mack

Lau Mack has been running a small clinic treating local
inhabitants and poor prostitutes working there. One night, he
escorts an injured gun robber to the government hospital, where
he unexpectedly meets his old friend Dr. Jaw, now a reputed
surgeon with an aspiration for senior management. He finds
himself outshone by Lau's medical talent and kindness to
patients. Jaw is however determined to speed up his career
ascent at the expense of Lau...

08/08/2018 04:35

Out of the Blue

Ho, a twenty-years old boy, is to meet a girl Called Dommy who
brings a child with her. Three years ago, Ho failed in the
entrance exam. And his family was in a misery condition. Then,
he met Dommy who went to cram school nearby, and they had a
memorable time together. One day she and her family
disappeared without any trace. By the time they met again, he
found out there was a child of theirs. More else, he found out
they were destined to part.

08/08/2018 06:15

Royal Warriors

Policewoman Michelle Yeoh goes after revenge-seeking villains
with the help of Michael Wong and Japanese agent Henry
Sanada.

07/08/2018 21:30

08/08/2018 02:55

08/08/2018 07:50

Sean Lau plays a barbeque restaurant owner who falls in love
with Joey Yung, a beauty thearpist in a pet beauty shop. As fate
The Attractive One would have it, Joey has a crush on someone else. Can a 30 odd
year old who has never experienced love win the love of his
love? Or is his efforts doomed to failure?

08/08/2018 09:25

Love on a Diet

Mimi Mo, a young exchange student to Japan who met and fell
in love with a budding pianist, Kurokawa. Kurokawa eventually
leaves to study music in the USA and returns to Japan as a
famous musician. Mimi has dealt with her depression by eating
and weights over 300lbs and Kurokawa doesn't recognize her.
Mimi meets Fatty who helps her lose the weight. But they fall in
love.

08/08/2018 11:05

Love Forever

In the Jilin Past Stories Speech Competition in Beihua
University, two students find out that their stories actually come
from one love story during the Anti-Japanese War.

08/08/2018 12:40

My Papa Rich

Yang is a widower who is used to living a solitary life. He lives a
simple and poor life. His eldest daughter is married and resides
in Kuala Lumpur, his second daughter is still studying in
Singapore and his youngest son works as a small-time
salesman. Yang’s real trouble begins when he realizes that he
cannot afford to celebrate the coming Chinese New Year.

08/08/2018 14:25

La Lingerie

Miu, Donut, Celine and CC come from four different walks of life.
Yet they always seem to hang out at the same place, a sexy
lingerie shop where Donut works…

A Dream Team

Sammy's Hui Man Keung believes in fate and feng shui. When
he was born, a fortune teller prophesied that he'd meet his cruel
end by the time he's 30 years old. Now on the brink of that fatal
age, he feels even more downhearted…

08/08/2018 16:30

Buddies in India

Following his father's deathbed confession about the location of
his last will and testament, Tang Sen packs up and heads to
India with his friend Wu Kong in search of it. Along the way, the
merry duo becomes a motley crew, enlisting a loyal but quirky
fighter and a cagey but beautiful woman, all while experiencing
the mysteries of a magical land that both helps and hinders
them in their quest.

08/08/2018 19:45

LuLu the Movie

Lulu The Movie is a comedy about a determined Chinese lady
named Lulu who comes to Singapore to meet her online lover,
but after being disappointed by what he turns out to be, she
decides to make it on her own and succeeds in becoming an
international fashion icon and mogul.

08/08/2018 21:30

To boost the standard of Singapore basketball scene, Long, a
magnate and a known figure in the basketball scene uses his
finances to source young talents from China to Singapore. By
Meeting the Giant gathering the young basketball players from China and
Singapore together and providing the relevant training, Long
hopes to reinvigorate the sport, improve the ranking of
basketball in Singapore and hopefully create the next Yao Ming.

08/08/2018 23:15

The House That
Never Dies II

09/08/2018 00:55

With all the martial arts schools flourishing in Foshan, it’s
become the mecca of elite fighters. Chin Wu Athletic
Association is the best among them. Kwok Tin is selected to be
the new leader of the Chin Wu Athletic Association. And his son
Unbeatable Youth
Kwok Chun Tung stays in Foshan. The eight associations in
Foshan are invited by Chui to attend a party. Chui claims that
Chinese Kongfu cannot defeats the eight elites from eight
countries.

09/08/2018 02:25

Devoted To You

08/08/2018 18:05

During the last years of the Republic, the country was in chaos.
With the warlords’ mutiny in the capital, Marshal Zhang
Zhisheng was forced to marry the great warlord’s daughter Ji
Jincui but subsequently.

Coming-of-age drama about the psychological changes of May
Lo and Loletta Lee when they encounter Jacky Cheung and
Michael Wong.

09/08/2018 03:55

The problem for Chow Ting-Fat (Chow) is that he loves both
women equally and cannot say no to either as both bring the
proposal of marriage to him. Wife number one is Joey Wong, a
The Diary of a Big
boutique owner who loses Ah Fat when he goes to take care of
Man
the European stock market. Wife number two is Sally Yeh, a
stewardess who loses Ah Fat when he goes to see to the
American stock market.

7 Letters

7 Letters represents seven heartfelt ‘love letters’ to Singapore,
capturing each of the directors’ personal and poignant
connection with the place they call home. The seven stories tell
of our heartland and its people through tales of lost love, identity,
inter-generational familial bonds and tensions, unlikely
neighbors, and even references to traditional folklore.

09/08/2018 07:20

The Transcend

The young novel writer Yan Dong faces obstacles in his writing
career when he published his first spiritual and supernatural
genre novel. He is being criticized all the time for his work. His
manager Bao Jin has no choice but dares Yan Dong to go
further into the unknown realm so he can compose a more
believable novel. He suggests Yan Dong to use all kinds of
traditional customaries to open his 'third' eye in order to see
spirits and ghosts.

09/08/2018 09:20

Gen-X Cops star Stephen Fung makes his directorial debut with
this action-comedy hybrid from Hong Kong. Frequent Jackie
Chan collaborator Daniel Wu plays Georgie, the gay son of a
triad king who has been chosen to take his father's place when
Enter the Phoenix
he dies. However, the crime boss's man thinks that Georgie's
roommate Sam (Eason Chan) is his leader's son, and Georgie is
all too happy to play along. Being the top dog isn't easy, and
soon Sam finds himself in danger.

09/08/2018 11:05

Ah Boys To Men
Part 1

The film is centered around a young man named Ken Chow, a
hot-headed rebellious youth who is forced to serve his two years
of NS when he is enlisted into Basic Military Training in Pulau
Tekong as a recruit in Ninja Company. He initially bemoans his
fate alongside his squad mates. As striking personalities and
different upbringings clash, they will slowly learn about
themselves.

Karmic Mahjong

Informed by fortune teller Blind Liu that he has been hexed,
down-on-his-luck mechanic Chen Chuan is determined to turn
his life around. Soon, Chen becomes convinced that it is his
wife's infidelity…

09/08/2018 05:25

09/08/2018 12:55

09/08/2018 14:35

Brotherhood of
Blades

Set in the final years of the Ming Dynasty, Brotherhood of Blades
stars Chang Chen, Wang Qian Yun and Ethan Li as three
members of the secret military police tasked by the emperor to
hunt down the powerful eunuch who runs another branch of the
secret imperial police. However, the three men's loyalties are
sorely tested when one of them makes a choice that would
embroil them into a dangerous conspiracy.

09/08/2018 16:25

Skiptrace

A detective from Hong Kong teams up with an American
gambler to battle against a notorious Chinese criminal.

09/08/2018 18:10

Blood of Youth

At Yuancheng orphanage, teenage brawler Su Ang is beaten to
within an inch of his life by bully Da Gui for standing up for his
girlfriend Lin Qiao, a fellow orphan. Later, Lin Qiao takes
revenge on Da Gui by luring him up a rickety water tower.

09/08/2018 20:00

Just as the fabulously wealthy Mr. and Mrs. Kau are preparing
for their beloved daughter Sherry and her fiancé Johnny's
engagement party, an unwanted distraction barges in on the
An Inspector Calls festivities in the form of Inspector Karl, who's investigating the
apparent suicide of a pregnant young woman, Cindy Cheung. It
turns out that Cindy was acquainted with every single member of
the Kau family.

09/08/2018 21:30

ATM

College friends Ah Lok, Bo Zai and Ming Ming have been
struggling financially since graduating. Ah Lok has an
engineering degree but chooses to pursue music, Bo Zai's
girlfriend looks down on him because he's poor, and Ming Ming
believes only money can provide security. The three get involved
in an ATM heist, but the machine accidentally ends up on the
grounds of a retirement home…

Twilight Online

In 2003, a collision between a double-decker bus and a truck in
Tuen Mun took the lives of 21 people. Ten years after the
accident, several tenants on the Yau Oi Estate, which is located
near the scene of the collision, report witnessing a woman clad
in red jumping to her death on multiple nights. When strange
things start happening to the students, Gu and Bee are called to
help.

09/08/2018 23:10

The Noise

Recording engineer Le Ren and his girlfriend Min Min move into
an old house outside the city and set up their own work studio.
The tranquil environment seems like the perfect place to start a
sweet new life but this old house soon turns into Le Ren's worst
nightmare. Soon after moving in, he begins to hear strange
noises and then one day, he discovers a little boy in a
cupboard…

10/08/2018 02:20

Once upon a
Time in China III

Wong Fei Hung, a defender of the poor, upholder of tradition is
visiting Beijing during a competition designed to determine what
group has the best Lion King dancers. The doctor's father is well
known for his ability to turn out the best Lion King, and the many
criminal gangs of the city, usually embroiled in rivalry against
one another, are of one mind when it comes to wanting to
eliminate the threat that this "outsider" will win.

10/08/2018 04:10

Swordsman

'Sunflower Scripture' is suddenly stolen from the Forbidden City!
In order to avoid any scandal, head eunuch Koo Jin-foo appoints
Cho Leng-tsan to investigate.

Rosa

Ha is an elite member of the Criminal Investigation Division
(CID) of the Royal Hong Kong Police Force. One time while
arresting a criminal, Ha accidentally humiliates Chief Inspector
Tin, whom is demoted as a result. Lui Kung, another CID officer,
causes Tin's wife to give birth prematurely in a car accident
while chasing criminals. Later, Ha and Kung were transferred to
the Case Analysis Division, where they are supervised by Tin.

Old Cow VS
Tender Grass

At 49, Singaporean taxi driver Moo is still trying to find a lifelong
companion. He encounters the young but eccentric Moon, who
is always seen with her pet, Bubbles (the dog), and feeding stray
animals, after taking her as a passenger, and takes a liking.
Meanwhile his best friend and colleague, also a taxi driver, is
also trying to find love and finds success when he meets a
dashing beer girl from China with the name of Xiao Hong.

My Egg Boy

Even in modern-day Taipei, women feel the societal pressure to
get married and have children before the clock runs out.
Thankfully, there is a solution: freeze your eggs and prolong
your fertility until the right one comes along! A comical tale on
freezing time for the sake of prolonging the pursuit of love, this
Taiwanese comedy showcases the “smallest” actors on the big
screen: frozen spermatozoa and eggs.

10/08/2018 00:45

10/08/2018 06:05

10/08/2018 07:40

10/08/2018 09:15

Beijing & New
York

It is a touching and complex love story that bridges time,
distance and culture, intertwining the lives of two Chinese
childhood friends and an American artist. It is set against the
backdrop of economic power shift between China and America.
As the film's complex love triangle takes the audience on a wild
ride, interweaving its way through the plot and each character's
unique existence.

Grey Met Shrek

Everyone wants to be in his or her own fairy tale, but sometimes,
fairy tales don't turn out the way you expect. Grey is an office
worker with a bit of a shopping addiction. One day, just after
being fired, she comes across a gorgeous pair of shoes that she
couldn't possibly afford. Before she fully understood what she
was doing, she's stolen the shoes, and in a desperate bid to
escape, she climbs into a truck…

10/08/2018 14:35

Bring Back the
Dead

When her seven-year-old son dies in a tragic road accident, a
grieving mother, with the help of her former caregiver Mdm
Seetoh, resorts to supernatural forces to bring back his soul so
he can be 'by her side' at home. However, after several strange
and even deadly occurrences in the house, she begins to
suspect that there is something amiss with the soul she has
brought back. She then unravels the horrific truth.

10/08/2018 16:05

Ip Man II

After the war, the family lived in Foshan and experienced
hardship. Ip therefore went to Hong Kong to start a new page
with his family in 1949.

The Fierce Wife

The movie continues the story from the TV series which ended
with a cliff hanger where the wife was deciding whether to return
to her cheating husband or have a relationship with her boss. 4
years after the divorce, her cheating husband, Wen Rui Fan,
comes back in hopes of re-kindling their love. Will An Zhen
return back to him or move on to a new love?

Buddy Cops

Short-tempered cop Fei constantly causes trouble with his
impulsive crime-busting, and his latest transgression has earned
him a transfer to the force's most useless department. There he
gets paired up with Johnny, a wimpy desk-duty mama's boy. Fei
and Johnny already can't stand each other at work, but soon
they have to deal with each other at home too when Fei's father
and Johnny's mother suddenly get married…

10/08/2018 11:05

10/08/2018 12:55

10/08/2018 17:55

10/08/2018 19:50

New Police Story

Police Inspector Wing used to be Hong Kong's top cop, but
when his entire team is wiped out by a youthful group of coldblooded bank robbers, Wing quickly falls into a deep depression.
A year after everyone including Wing's fiancée has lost their
faith in the fallen police inspector, Wing gets a second shot at
glory when he is assigned an ambitious new partner and given
the opportunity to bring the gang that nearly destroyed his life to
justice.

Mad Detective

A missing police pistol is connected to a series of recent heists
and murders. Its owner, Wong, vanished while pursuing
suspects in the mountains, yet his partner, Chi-Wai,
miraculously returned unharmed…

11/08/2018 01:05

Ghost Child

Still trying to come to terms with her mother's death, Kim (Kayley
Woo) has to welcome another new member in her family – Na
(Carmen Soo), an Indonesian-Chinese woman whom her father
Choon (Chen Han Wei) is going to marry. A series of mysterious
events starts to take place following Na's arrival, and as things
begin to spin out of control, Choon and Kim find out the
wickedness comes from a bundle carried by Na.

11/08/2018 02:35

92 The
Legendary La
Rose Noire

The film is about a movie hero of the 60s called Black Rose, but
she was actually real, and a woman in the 90s is mistaken for
her because she's in the wrong place at the wrong time and ...

The Champions

Country boy Lee Tong has the knack of getting into trouble with
great regularity. But this time, he has to beat it all the way to the
city. And the first thing that happens to him in the city is to have
his pocked picked.

It's A Mad Mad
Mad World

Bill, a TV news reporter, tries to make ends meet to support
himself, his wife and 3 daughters in urban Hong Kong. The
daughters are in those teenage headache inducing years.
Loletta is into J-pop and wants to travel to Japan to study their
culture. Bill reminds her that the Japanese invaded their
country. In the mist of the misadventures of Bill and his family,
their luck and lives ultimately change when Bill's wife suddenly
wins the lottery.

10/08/2018 21:30

10/08/2018 23:30

11/08/2018 04:10

11/08/2018 05:40

The Wesley's
Mysterious File

Wesley, a special agent working in a secret UN department
investigating extra-terrestrial sightings. Hot on the trails of a
beautiful alien in town looking for her brother…

The Wonderful
Wedding

When Li Shu Fen and Gao Fei got engaged, they had no idea
getting to the big day would be such an undertaking. Their
biggest obstacle is Shu Fen's father Jin Shuang, who's peeved
that the apple of his eye is getting married to a punk unworthy of
her. His disapproval of the match leads him to set the young
couple some impossible tasks like a strict adherence to
traditional customs.

11/08/2018 10:30

Needing You

Andy is a womanizing sales manager at an HK electronics firm,
who finds his life embroiled in office politics and gossip when he
gets involved in the life of Kinki, a kooky office lady who's
emotionally daffy but genuinely delightful. Kinki is an odd, but
pure-hearted girl whose weird ways initially annoy Andy. But her
genuine personality and work ethic win him over, until Andy's exgirlfriend Fiona shows up looking to rekindle their romance…

11/08/2018 12:20

To boost the standard of Singapore basketball scene, Long, a
magnate and a known figure in the basketball scene uses his
finances to source young talents from China to Singapore. By
Meeting the Giant gathering the young basketball players from China and
Singapore together and providing the relevant training, Long
hopes to reinvigorate the sport, improve the ranking of
basketball in Singapore and hopefully create the next Yao Ming.

11/08/2018 14:05

Buddies in India

Following his father's deathbed confession about the location of
his last will and testament, Tang Sen packs up and heads to
India with his friend Wu Kong in search of it. Along the way, the
merry duo becomes a motley crew, enlisting a loyal but quirky
fighter and a cagey but beautiful woman, all while experiencing
the mysteries of a magical land that both helps and hinders
them in their quest.

Where the Wind
Settles

The year when the Chinese Civil War breaks out, Fan and Shun
Zi escort their injured Captain Sheng to safety. After they have
fled the small town, they accidently find a small child hidden in a
ceramic pot in a deserted village. Little Feng Hsien pokes his
head out, bursting into laughter. Brought together by Fate, the
three men have to take the child with them on the run. But they
can never expect that they would run from Huaibei to Taiwan.

11/08/2018 07:15

11/08/2018 08:45

11/08/2018 15:45

Godspeed

A Taiwanese drug mule has his foolproof smuggling method
thrown out of whack when he catches a ride with the wrong cab
driver, in this highly entertaining caper starring Hong Kong
comedy legend Michael Hui. A fantastic showcase for revered
Hong Kong actor and comedian Michael Hui, Chung's
freewheeling fourth film veers from character-driven humour to
nail-biting suspense, tracing its hapless characters' journey from
calm to chaos.

11/08/2018 19:40

Natural Born
Lover

Reportedly inspired by a true story, the lighthearted urban
romance has a bigger emphasis on comedy compared to the
director's past films, but still features loads of his unique insights
on relationship. When pastry chef Lam meets nurse Bo, he is
instantly attracted to her by her angelic beauty and ladylike
grace. They soon fall madly in love with each other, but Lam
begins to see the not-so-desirable side of her.

11/08/2018 21:30

Sky Hunter

Several Air Force pilots are given a sudden test to be selected
into a secret Air Force base called the Sky Hunter. Wu Di and
Ling Weifeng pass the test while Hao Chen gets eliminated.

Sara

After being sexually abused as a child by her stepfather, Sara
runs away from home, earns her own keep and spends her
nights in various locales, including fast-food joints that stay open
24 hours. While hanging around the Tsim Sha Tsui East
promenade late one evening, she meets the gentlemanly,
middle-aged Kam Ho Yin. The two embark on a complex
relationship that involves his getting her into a good school and
a new life she chooses to take.

Hotel Deluxe

“Hundred Stars Hotel” is run by a group of incompetent staff
including OK, the Assistant Manager, Pacino, the Chief
Bartender, Peach, the Head of Housekeeping and Sammy, the
Receptionist. Rumor has it that a mysterious hotel detective will
arrive soon and define the rating of “Hundred Stars Hotel”. In
order to match the five-star standard, harsh Cruella has been
appointed as the Hotel Manager to restructure the hotel.

Police Story 3
Super Cop

When a dangerous undercover mission is required to put a highpowered drug lord out of commission, the job goes to the one
man fearless enough to take on the task of infiltrating the
biggest crime and narcotics syndicate in the Pacific Rim-Detective Kevin Chan. Chan's assignment begins in a prison
labor camp where he's sent to retrieve a gangster named
Panther.

11/08/2018 17:50

11/08/2018 23:25

12/08/2018 00:55

12/08/2018 02:30

Her Fatal Ways

In what is widely regarded as one of her finest roles, Carol
Cheng plays Mainland police inspector Cheng, who is given the
task of escorting a wanted criminal from Mainland China back to
Hong Kong, alongside her dim-witted nephew Hsaio Sheng
(Alfred Cheung). Upon arriving in Hong Kong, Cheng is quick to
express her distaste for the liberal, and in her mind, spoilt
attitudes that exist in Hong Kong society.

Tonight Nobody
Goes Home

Lang Hi Sung plays an old dentist for broad comedy; he is sixty
years old but still physically fit and full of charisma. He wants to
be able to experience the vitality of a burning passion for one
last once. Gua Ah Leh is at the movie's center: she shines as
Lung's wife, who finds she has a thing or two to learn from the
gigolo after Lung blithely leaves her. The extra-familial affair is
discovered...

Dry Wood Fierce
Fire

If you liked Miriam Yeung in Dummy Mommy, Without A Baby
and Love Undercover, then you'll love her latest hit romantic
comedy. Dry Wood Fierce Fire brings out the best and funniest
side of Yeung, whose chemistry with popular star Louis Koo
makes this movie click from the start. Directed by the awardwinning Wilson Yip, Dry Wood Fierce Fire once again
demonstrates Miriam's comedic talents and box office draw.

12/08/2018 09:15

Doomsday Party

On one fateful day, 5 strangers’ lives will intertwine together
from a bank heist where the robbers are armed with bombs. We
will met a misunderstood college dropout, a bank clerk who’s
stuck in love triangle, a good cop suffering from Glaucoma, a
widow who’s turned her back from her children because of love
and a retired teacher plan to commit suicide inside the bank.
Each of their stories will twist and twist and turn to unexpected
climax.

12/08/2018 10:50

Written By

A lawyer who is killed in a car accident finds himself resurrected
as a character in his daughter's novel.

12/08/2018 12:20

The Kid from the
Big Apple 2

Sequel to the critically acclaim The Kid From The Big Apple.
Sarah is back in Malaysia to spend her holiday with grandpa
who is showing signs of dementia.

12/08/2018 04:05

12/08/2018 05:40

12/08/2018 07:40

Haunted Hotel

Young couple enter a wrong hotel when they travel to Malaysia
and horrible things occur.

ATM

College friends Ah Lok, Bo Zai and Ming Ming have been
struggling financially since graduating. Ah Lok has an
engineering degree but chooses to pursue music, Bo Zai's
girlfriend looks down on him because he's poor, and Ming Ming
believes only money can provide security. The three get involved
in an ATM heist, but the machine accidentally ends up on the
grounds of a retirement home…

12/08/2018 17:30

The Left Ear

The Left Ear tells a painful love story of four teenagers. The
seventeen-year old LI'er is an introvert girl whose left ear suffers
from poor hearing. One day, she suddenly expresses her love to
XU Ge who, however, becomes the boyfriend of an outgoing girl,
Bala. Li makes friends with Bala and meets ZHANG Yang whom
Bala really loves by chance. Later, Bala dies in an accident and
Li finally falls in love with Xu.

12/08/2018 19:25

Poker King

Although Jack's family is involved in the casino business, he has
never shared an interest in gaming until he played Texas Hold
'Em on the Internet. Rival Uno is the manager at Randy's casion.

12/08/2018 21:30

The Adventurers

The world's top thieves join forces to pull off the heist of a
lifetime. But when they find themselves pursued across Europe
by a legendary French detective, they'll have to take their game
to the next level.

12/08/2018 23:15

Since being publicly dumped by her boyfriend years ago, Qi Jia
has had a rough go of it. Often violent and almost always rowdy,
the perpetually drunk Qi Jia seems to stumble from one messy
Meet Miss Anxiety situation to another. She shares an apartment with her best
friend Shuer and the shy Xiaoou whose apparent affections for
Qi Jia go sadly unnoticed. When the already volatile Qi Jia is
diagnosed with early on-set menopause…

12/08/2018 14:15

12/08/2018 15:50

Sara

After being sexually abused as a child by her stepfather, Sara
runs away from home, earns her own keep and spends her
nights in various locales, including fast-food joints that stay open
24 hours. While hanging around the Tsim Sha Tsui East
promenade late one evening, she meets the gentlemanly,
middle-aged Kam Ho Yin. The two embark on a complex
relationship that involves his getting her into a good school and
a new life she chooses to take.

The Conman

Previously imprisoned for an accidental killing, King has returned
to the world with his gambling skills intact, but his spirit gone.
Help comes in the form of Skinny Dragon, and his sexy sister
Ching, who initially can't stand King, but eventually starts to
warm to his undeniable charms. However, evil bad guy
Handsome wants to use King's skills to swindle renowned
sharper Macau Mon. Will King bow to Handome's wishes, or
turn the tables on him?

Police Story II

Due to detective Chan Ka Kui unorthodox police work on the last
case, Chan has been demoted to traffic duty…and the vengeful
mobsters still have their sights on taking him down. But when
terrorists threaten Hong Kong, Chan must track down the
suspects. And when his girlfriend May is kidnapped by the
terrorists, Chan must confront them, save his girlfriend and save
the day as only Jackie Chan can.

13/08/2018 06:20

Special Forces

With the recent crime rate, a group of people decided to form a
neighbourhood watch to patrol their small town. The people who
formed the watch are mostly retirees, and are fans of action
movies, always imagining themselves to be an action hero like
their idol. Their chance to be a hero finally comes when a
mysterious girl appear in their town to seek their help.

13/08/2018 07:50

Zodiac Killers

Three young Chinese - Ben, Ming and Chuck - come to Japan
for study and adventure. Ming wants to make it fast. So he
marries Yuriko, sister of underworld godfather Ishikawa.

Blood of Youth

At Yuancheng orphanage, teenage brawler Su Ang is beaten to
within an inch of his life by bully Da Gui for standing up for his
girlfriend Lin Qiao, a fellow orphan. Later, Lin Qiao takes
revenge on Da Gui by luring him up a rickety water tower.

13/08/2018 00:55

13/08/2018 02:25

13/08/2018 04:20

13/08/2018 09:20

A Dream Team

Sammy's Hui Man Keung believes in fate and feng shui. When
he was born, a fortune teller prophesied that he'd meet his cruel
end by the time he's 30 years old. Now on the brink of that fatal
age, he feels even more downhearted…

Brotherhood of
Blades

Set in the final years of the Ming Dynasty, Brotherhood of Blades
stars Chang Chen, Wang Qian Yun and Ethan Li as three
members of the secret military police tasked by the emperor to
hunt down the powerful eunuch who runs another branch of the
secret imperial police. However, the three men's loyalties are
sorely tested when one of them makes a choice that would
embroil them into a dangerous conspiracy.

The Wonderful
Wedding

When Li Shu Fen and Gao Fei got engaged, they had no idea
getting to the big day would be such an undertaking. Their
biggest obstacle is Shu Fen's father Jin Shuang, who's peeved
that the apple of his eye is getting married to a punk unworthy of
her. His disapproval of the match leads him to set the young
couple some impossible tasks like a strict adherence to
traditional customs.

Love on a Diet

Mimi Mo, a young exchange student to Japan who met and fell
in love with a budding pianist, Kurokawa. Kurokawa eventually
leaves to study music in the USA and returns to Japan as a
famous musician. Mimi has dealt with her depression by eating
and weights over 300lbs and Kurokawa doesn't recognize her.
Mimi meets Fatty who helps her lose the weight. But they fall in
love.

13/08/2018 18:00

New Police Story

Police Inspector Wing used to be Hong Kong's top cop, but
when his entire team is wiped out by a youthful group of coldblooded bank robbers, Wing quickly falls into a deep depression.
A year after everyone including Wing's fiancée has lost their
faith in the fallen police inspector, Wing gets a second shot at
glory when he is assigned an ambitious new partner and given
the opportunity to bring the gang that nearly destroyed his life to
justice.

13/08/2018 20:00

Super Express

A modest super-express delivery courier gets entangled in a
spiral of adventure and romance in Shanghaï. the robbery of a
cat statue relic exhibited at a museum in Marseille, France.

13/08/2018 11:10

13/08/2018 12:45

13/08/2018 14:35

13/08/2018 16:20

13/08/2018 21:30

Jiang Hu- the
Triad Zone

The word is out on the streets, someone will assassinate
underworld kingpin Jimmy Yam in the next 24 hours. Jimmy is
bold and daring, he gets a chance to see the people around him
as who they really are: his wife Sophie, his consigliere Wai, his
bodyguard Yue, his mistress Jo Jo, his rival Si, a rising gangster
Tiger and a loyal-man who is in jail for him. Then, he finds out
who is behind the assassination…

13/08/2018 23:15

Skiptrace

A detective from Hong Kong teams up with an American
gambler to battle against a notorious Chinese criminal.

Ex

When Zhou Yi breaks up with her boyfriend at the airport, she
runs into her ex, Ping who begrudgingly invites her to stay.
Unfortunately, Ping is also in a new relationship with Cee and
the new arrival doesn't go down too well. As Yi and Ping start to
remember the good times, they find a flame is reignited and
start to wonder whether they should get back together.

14/08/2018 02:35

The Canton
Godfather

Kuo Cheng-Wah, a kindhearted country boy who is quickly
cheated out of all his money when he arrives in Hong Kong.
Depressed and destitute, he encounters Madame Kao (Ah Lei
Gua), a poor woman selling flowers on the street; she urges him
to buy a red rose, saying it will bring him luck. He demurs at first,
shaking his head sadly, then finally agrees. His fortunes
immediately take a dramatic turn...

14/08/2018 04:40

The terracotta warriors and the sword of Qin Emperor, being on
exhibition in Hong Kong, are stolen by the White Gloves and the
"New Best Partners" respectively. But the original Best Partners
Aces Go Places V are framed for the heist, so they have no choice but to come out
of retirement to clear their names. Pursued by the White Gloves
and the police, the old and new Best Partners form an alliance in
their mad mission to locate the national treasures.

14/08/2018 06:25

She Shoots Straight turns on three satisfying plot axes. The first
concerns the complications of a workplace romance and
marriage between a dedicated policewoman “Mina Kao” and her
supervisor “Huang Tsung-pao”. The second theme concerns
opposition by the Huang family to the couple’s impending union.
Another policewoman, Mina’s future sister-in-law “Chia-ling” is
especially critical of apparent favoritism, and even makes a
remark about her being Eurasian.

14/08/2018 01:00

She Shoots
Straight

Shanghai
Shanghai

Little Tiger ventures from the sticks to the big city in search of
his cop brother Big Tiger, an honest cop working in a corrupt
system.

Karmic Mahjong

Informed by fortune teller Blind Liu that he has been hexed,
down-on-his-luck mechanic Chen Chuan is determined to turn
his life around. Soon, Chen becomes convinced that it is his
wife's infidelity…

My Papa Rich

Yang is a widower who is used to living a solitary life. He lives a
simple and poor life. His eldest daughter is married and resides
in Kuala Lumpur, his second daughter is still studying in
Singapore and his youngest son works as a small-time
salesman. Yang’s real trouble begins when he realizes that he
cannot afford to celebrate the coming Chinese New Year.

Shinjuku Incident

Tractor repairman Steelhead sneaks into Japan illegally to look
for his girlfriend Xiu Xiu. He joins old friend Jie and a band of
Chinese illegal immigrants living in the shadowy fringes of
Japanese society. Steelhead rises to become the new leader of
Shinjuku with the help of yakuza boss. After Steelhead gets
legal status to live in Japan, he retreats to settle into a quiet life
with his new girlfriend Lily. But their peace is interrupted…

14/08/2018 14:55

Natural Born
Lover

Reportedly inspired by a true story, the lighthearted urban
romance has a bigger emphasis on comedy compared to the
director's past films, but still features loads of his unique insights
on relationship. When pastry chef Lam meets nurse Bo, he is
instantly attracted to her by her angelic beauty and ladylike
grace. They soon fall madly in love with each other, but Lam
begins to see the not-so-desirable side of her.

14/08/2018 16:45

Love Forever

In the Jilin Past Stories Speech Competition in Beihua
University, two students find out that their stories actually come
from one love story during the Anti-Japanese War.

14/08/2018 07:55

14/08/2018 09:30

14/08/2018 11:05

14/08/2018 12:50

Hotel Deluxe

“Hundred Stars Hotel” is run by a group of incompetent staff
including OK, the Assistant Manager, Pacino, the Chief
Bartender, Peach, the Head of Housekeeping and Sammy, the
Receptionist. Rumor has it that a mysterious hotel detective will
arrive soon and define the rating of “Hundred Stars Hotel”. In
order to match the five-star standard, harsh Cruella has been
appointed as the Hotel Manager to restructure the hotel.

14/08/2018 19:55

Twilight Online

In 2003, a collision between a double-decker bus and a truck in
Tuen Mun took the lives of 21 people. Ten years after the
accident, several tenants on the Yau Oi Estate, which is located
near the scene of the collision, report witnessing a woman clad
in red jumping to her death on multiple nights. When strange
things start happening to the students, Gu and Bee are called to
help.

14/08/2018 21:30

Twelve Nights

Jeannie, a flight attendant, and Alan, a materialistic business
man meet on Jeannie's birthday; Alan takes her home and what
follows is a year spent exploring the ups and downs of love.

14/08/2018 23:05

LuLu the Movie

Lulu The Movie is a comedy about a determined Chinese lady
named Lulu who comes to Singapore to meet her online lover,
but after being disappointed by what he turns out to be, she
decides to make it on her own and succeeds in becoming an
international fashion icon and mogul.

15/08/2018 00:50

Headlines

Daniel Wu, Emil Chow, and Maggie Cheung Ho-yee play
competitive news reporters whose professional and personal
lives intersect.

A Better
Tomorrow II

John Woo returned to direct the film, and once again stars Chow
Yun Fat, this time as the twin brother of the character he played
in the first film. The sequel sees Tse-ho working together with
brother Tse-kit to help the police break a counterfeit syndicate.
They discover Lung is in danger of being killed by his employee,
Ko, who is masterminding the counterfeit operations.

14/08/2018 18:20

15/08/2018 02:25

An attractive and successful doctor, Du places a personal ad in
a newspaper to try to meet (and eventually marry) Mr. Right. A
succession of blind dates ensues, featuring men who are lonely,
desperate, dangerous and perverted. The weird thing is that Du
never uses her real surname in the dates. It was filmed in a
documentary style and most of the scenes took place in the
same teahouse.

15/08/2018 04:10

The Personals

15/08/2018 05:55

The orders come from Henry Kissinger, and the assassin is the
nefarious Black Glove, who happens to look just like Clint
Eastwood AND wears his costume from his famous Spaghetti
Westerns, too! Unfazed by their new popularity, King Kong and
Aces Go Places II
Kodojak continue to pal around, find romantic misadventures,
annoy the returning Inspector "Hot Tongue" Ho, get framed for
various crimes, and still regroup in time to rout the bad guys and
save the day.

15/08/2018 07:35

The Most
Dangerous Man

1978, the 17-year-old Yan Huan (Karel Wong) sneaked into
Hong Kong from Haifeng County, China. In order to provide a
better life for his family, he cut corners and chose to become a
fierce robber and commit offences repeatedly. With an AK-47 in
his hands, it made him become the most notorious and wanted
criminal in the 90s. He thought he was in full control of
everything, but the reality is that, God, the only lord of the
universe, was silently keeping him under close surveillance...

The Fierce Wife

The movie continues the story from the TV series which ended
with a cliff hanger where the wife was deciding whether to return
to her cheating husband or have a relationship with her boss. 4
years after the divorce, her cheating husband, Wen Rui Fan,
comes back in hopes of re-kindling their love. Will An Zhen
return back to him or move on to a new love?

ATM

College friends Ah Lok, Bo Zai and Ming Ming have been
struggling financially since graduating. Ah Lok has an
engineering degree but chooses to pursue music, Bo Zai's
girlfriend looks down on him because he's poor, and Ming Ming
believes only money can provide security. The three get involved
in an ATM heist, but the machine accidentally ends up on the
grounds of a retirement home…

Buddy Cops

Short-tempered cop Fei constantly causes trouble with his
impulsive crime-busting, and his latest transgression has earned
him a transfer to the force's most useless department. There he
gets paired up with Johnny, a wimpy desk-duty mama's boy. Fei
and Johnny already can't stand each other at work, but soon
they have to deal with each other at home too when Fei's father
and Johnny's mother suddenly get married…

15/08/2018 09:10

15/08/2018 11:05

15/08/2018 12:45

15/08/2018 14:25

15/08/2018 15:55

15/08/2018 18:00

15/08/2018 19:40

15/08/2018 21:30

15/08/2018 23:20

The parents of a couple, Zhang Xue Lun and Zheng Dan Dan
will come to Beijing to celebrate the Spring Festival. However,
A Happy Chinese Dan sold her mum’s property soon after her marriage to tackle
New Year
Lun’s investment crisis at work. The couple spares no efforts to
keep it secret and to cancel the deal of the property. The elderly
have different concerns in this trip.

Poker King

Although Jack's family is involved in the casino business, he has
never shared an interest in gaming until he played Texas Hold
'Em on the Internet. Rival Uno is the manager at Randy's casion.

Grey Met Shrek

Everyone wants to be in his or her own fairy tale, but sometimes,
fairy tales don't turn out the way you expect. Grey is an office
worker with a bit of a shopping addiction. One day, just after
being fired, she comes across a gorgeous pair of shoes that she
couldn't possibly afford. Before she fully understood what she
was doing, she's stolen the shoes, and in a desperate bid to
escape, she climbs into a truck…

Ah Boys To Men
Part 1

The film is centered around a young man named Ken Chow, a
hot-headed rebellious youth who is forced to serve his two years
of NS when he is enlisted into Basic Military Training in Pulau
Tekong as a recruit in Ninja Company. He initially bemoans his
fate alongside his squad mates. As striking personalities and
different upbringings clash, they will slowly learn about
themselves.

Demi Haunted

Buster is a bit player in a Cantonese Opera troupe who has
never had a starring role. But when a ghost starts causing
trouble during the productions, he finds himself being asked to
play a female lead.

Hollywood
Adventures

Ming goes to America for his love. Wai goes there for his movie
dream. Wei goes there for a reason. When the three
inadvertently stumble upon an illegal import operation, they are
forced to band together and go on the run from the authorities
who believe them to be guilty. Not only that, but they are being
ruthlessly pursued by Manny Love, the angry ringleader of the
very lucrative crime ring that our three heroes have thrown into
jeopardy.

Dry Wood Fierce
Fire

If you liked Miriam Yeung in Dummy Mommy, Without A Baby
and Love Undercover, then you'll love her latest hit romantic
comedy. Dry Wood Fierce Fire brings out the best and funniest
side of Yeung, whose chemistry with popular star Louis Koo
makes this movie click from the start. Directed by the awardwinning Wilson Yip, Dry Wood Fierce Fire once again
demonstrates Miriam's comedic talents and box office draw.

16/08/2018 02:50

Eastern Condors

Lam is an American army officer given a top secret mission by
the US military. The mission entails entering Vietnam to destroy
an old American bunker filled with missiles before the Viet Cong
can get to them. Due to the dangerous nature of the mission, a
group of Chinese American soldier convicts are selected to
accompany him, led by Tung Ming-sun. Survivors are promised
a pardon, U.S. citizenship and $200,000 each. After a brief
training session they are dropped into Vietnam...

16/08/2018 04:30

A group of girls go on a camping trip and take shelter from the
rain in an abandoned temple. One of them, Bonnie, takes a rope
she found in the temple back with her not knowing that in the
The Happy Ghost rope lies the soul of a fallen scholar from the Ching Dynasty.
The ghost, Bindeye Pik, tries to help them with some of their
daily trials and tribulations but then unwittingly gets them into
trouble.

16/08/2018 06:05

Old Cow VS
Tender Grass

At 49, Singaporean taxi driver Moo is still trying to find a lifelong
companion. He encounters the young but eccentric Moon, who
is always seen with her pet, Bubbles (the dog), and feeding stray
animals, after taking her as a passenger, and takes a liking.
Meanwhile his best friend and colleague, also a taxi driver, is
also trying to find love and finds success when he meets a
dashing beer girl from China with the name of Xiao Hong.

16/08/2018 07:40

Crack mainland policewoman Do Do Cheng is given a top secret
assignment: go to Hong Kong and look after the safety of an old
Mr. Chien, a member of the Communist Party's Central
Her Fatal Ways III
Committee. So, Do Do finds herself in a plane, accompanied by
her regular sidekick Cheung. There is a raging storm and the
plane is forced to make an emergency landing in Taiwan.

16/08/2018 09:15

Haunted Hotel

16/08/2018 01:15

Young couple enter a wrong hotel when they travel to Malaysia
and horrible things occur.

Buddies in India

Following his father's deathbed confession about the location of
his last will and testament, Tang Sen packs up and heads to
India with his friend Wu Kong in search of it. Along the way, the
merry duo becomes a motley crew, enlisting a loyal but quirky
fighter and a cagey but beautiful woman, all while experiencing
the mysteries of a magical land that both helps and hinders
them in their quest.

16/08/2018 12:30

Where the Wind
Settles

The year when the Chinese Civil War breaks out, Fan and Shun
Zi escort their injured Captain Sheng to safety. After they have
fled the small town, they accidently find a small child hidden in a
ceramic pot in a deserted village. Little Feng Hsien pokes his
head out, bursting into laughter. Brought together by Fate, the
three men have to take the child with them on the run. But they
can never expect that they would run from Huaibei to Taiwan.

16/08/2018 14:35

Written By

A lawyer who is killed in a car accident finds himself resurrected
as a character in his daughter's novel.

16/08/2018 16:05

To boost the standard of Singapore basketball scene, Long, a
magnate and a known figure in the basketball scene uses his
finances to source young talents from China to Singapore. By
Meeting the Giant gathering the young basketball players from China and
Singapore together and providing the relevant training, Long
hopes to reinvigorate the sport, improve the ranking of
basketball in Singapore and hopefully create the next Yao Ming.

16/08/2018 17:50

La Lingerie

Miu, Donut, Celine and CC come from four different walks of life.
Yet they always seem to hang out at the same place, a sexy
lingerie shop where Donut works…

The Noise

Recording engineer Le Ren and his girlfriend Min Min move into
an old house outside the city and set up their own work studio.
The tranquil environment seems like the perfect place to start a
sweet new life but this old house soon turns into Le Ren's worst
nightmare. Soon after moving in, he begins to hear strange
noises and then one day, he discovers a little boy in a
cupboard…

16/08/2018 10:50

16/08/2018 19:55

16/08/2018 21:30

Gen-X Cops star Stephen Fung makes his directorial debut with
this action-comedy hybrid from Hong Kong. Frequent Jackie
Chan collaborator Daniel Wu plays Georgie, the gay son of a
triad king who has been chosen to take his father's place when
Enter the Phoenix
he dies. However, the crime boss's man thinks that Georgie's
roommate Sam (Eason Chan) is his leader's son, and Georgie is
all too happy to play along. Being the top dog isn't easy, and
soon Sam finds himself in danger.

16/08/2018 23:15

Doomsday Party

On one fateful day, 5 strangers’ lives will intertwine together
from a bank heist where the robbers are armed with bombs. We
will met a misunderstood college dropout, a bank clerk who’s
stuck in love triangle, a good cop suffering from Glaucoma, a
widow who’s turned her back from her children because of love
and a retired teacher plan to commit suicide inside the bank.
Each of their stories will twist and twist and turn to unexpected
climax.

Needing You

Andy is a womanizing sales manager at an HK electronics firm,
who finds his life embroiled in office politics and gossip when he
gets involved in the life of Kinki, a kooky office lady who's
emotionally daffy but genuinely delightful. Kinki is an odd, but
pure-hearted girl whose weird ways initially annoy Andy. But her
genuine personality and work ethic win him over, until Andy's exgirlfriend Fiona shows up looking to rekindle their romance…

Sara

After being sexually abused as a child by her stepfather, Sara
runs away from home, earns her own keep and spends her
nights in various locales, including fast-food joints that stay open
24 hours. While hanging around the Tsim Sha Tsui East
promenade late one evening, she meets the gentlemanly,
middle-aged Kam Ho Yin. The two embark on a complex
relationship that involves his getting her into a good school and
a new life she chooses to take.

Murmur of the
Hearts

Nan and Mei are brother and sister growing up on the beautiful
Green Island, off the shore of the port city of Taitung in Taiwan,
and often to their mother’s fairytales of mermaids and angels.
But soon their parents separated. Four-year-old Mei goes to
Taipei with her mother, while seven-year-old Nan stays on
Green Island with his father. Mei grows up with the memories of
her mum and her brother only.

Pushing Hands

Telling a story of Mr. Old Chu, a conservative Chinese from
Beijing who immigrates to the United States to live with his son,
Lee illustrates the conflicts between western and eastern
cultures and their enormous differences. Through the lifetouching story and detailed descriptions of the characters, the
themes and philosophies behind this movie are simply depicted.

17/08/2018 00:50

17/08/2018 02:40

17/08/2018 04:10

17/08/2018 06:10

Final Justice
(1988)

Cheung Tit Chu was a senior Inspector of Special Crime
Investigation Department in the Police Force. Cheung likes to
make decisions and execute duties independently. Though this
was not pretty approved by the authority. Cheung's smart and
courage still enabled him to be the best crime fighter within the
region. However, Cheung's brilliant character brought him into
conflicts with his new superior, David Law and his work was
always hindered by the latter...

The Left Ear

The Left Ear tells a painful love story of four teenagers. The
seventeen-year old LI'er is an introvert girl whose left ear suffers
from poor hearing. One day, she suddenly expresses her love to
XU Ge who, however, becomes the boyfriend of an outgoing girl,
Bala. Li makes friends with Bala and meets ZHANG Yang whom
Bala really loves by chance. Later, Bala dies in an accident and
Li finally falls in love with Xu.

17/08/2018 11:25

My Loving
Trouble 7

James, a director of TV commercials who becomes infatuated
with Julia, a mysterious woman he happens to notice walking
across the street one day. She is actually a high-tech industrial
spy, and plans to quit the service after completing one more
mission, with the help of her new partner Candy. When the
women realize that they have been set up, James tries to help
them and the initially hostile Julia begins warming up to him.

17/08/2018 13:10

Twelve Nights

Jeannie, a flight attendant, and Alan, a materialistic business
man meet on Jeannie's birthday; Alan takes her home and what
follows is a year spent exploring the ups and downs of love.

17/08/2018 14:45

The House That
Never Dies II

During the last years of the Republic, the country was in chaos.
With the warlords’ mutiny in the capital, Marshal Zhang
Zhisheng was forced to marry the great warlord’s daughter Ji
Jincui but subsequently.

The Adventurers

The world's top thieves join forces to pull off the heist of a
lifetime. But when they find themselves pursued across Europe
by a legendary French detective, they'll have to take their game
to the next level.

17/08/2018 07:55

17/08/2018 09:30

17/08/2018 16:25

Ghost Child

Still trying to come to terms with her mother's death, Kim (Kayley
Woo) has to welcome another new member in her family – Na
(Carmen Soo), an Indonesian-Chinese woman whom her father
Choon (Chen Han Wei) is going to marry. A series of mysterious
events starts to take place following Na's arrival, and as things
begin to spin out of control, Choon and Kim find out the
wickedness comes from a bundle carried by Na.

Brotherhood of
Blades

Set in the final years of the Ming Dynasty, Brotherhood of Blades
stars Chang Chen, Wang Qian Yun and Ethan Li as three
members of the secret military police tasked by the emperor to
hunt down the powerful eunuch who runs another branch of the
secret imperial police. However, the three men's loyalties are
sorely tested when one of them makes a choice that would
embroil them into a dangerous conspiracy.

17/08/2018 21:30

Mr. & Mrs. Single

Huo Cai Guo is forced to keep his marriage a secret so as to get
a new job as an assistant at a perfume company. As his CEO
Mandy becomes more appreciative of him, their relationship
starts to arouse the suspicions of his wife, Jingyi, who also
discovers Caiguo has been lying about his marital status at
work. The inevitable happens when Caiguo and Mandy are on a
business trip together, and Jingyi asks for a divorce.

17/08/2018 23:15

Sky Hunter

Several Air Force pilots are given a sudden test to be selected
into a secret Air Force base called the Sky Hunter. Wu Di and
Ling Weifeng pass the test while Hao Chen gets eliminated.

Twilight Online

In 2003, a collision between a double-decker bus and a truck in
Tuen Mun took the lives of 21 people. Ten years after the
accident, several tenants on the Yau Oi Estate, which is located
near the scene of the collision, report witnessing a woman clad
in red jumping to her death on multiple nights. When strange
things start happening to the students, Gu and Bee are called to
help.

Haunted Office

In the first tale, a newly-hired employee gets the shock of her life
upon entering the bathroom stall that her co-workers avoid at all
costs. The shocks keep coming when handsome suitor Ken
realizes that one of the women he's pursuing may not be what
she seems in the second tale and the trilogy winds to a close
with the story of a devoted longtime employee who loses her
pension when she is fired one day before her official retirement.

17/08/2018 18:10

17/08/2018 19:40

18/08/2018 01:10

18/08/2018 02:45

Queen of
Underworld

A lowly waitress rockets to fame in the Hong Kong underworld
as a result of her sexy cabaret act and one shocking act of
violence in director Sherman Wong's outrageous action comedy.
Har Jay was a mere waitress when she became romantically
involved with a handsome young customer, but her life gets
endlessly complicated when the selfish lover gets her pregnant
and then refuses to help care for the baby.

18/08/2018 05:40

Project A II

Dragon Ma is assigned to a corrupt police precinct, and brings a
squad of righteous officers with him to clean up the territory. But
the influence of corrupt Superintendent Chun runs deep, and
some of the pirates who threatened Ma in Project A are back
looking for revenge. It means numerous opportunities for
chases, double-crosses, and the Jackie Chan fight sequences,
which are presented with Chan's trademark flair and prop-filled
panache!

18/08/2018 07:25

Zodiac Killers

Three young Chinese - Ben, Ming and Chuck - come to Japan
for study and adventure. Ming wants to make it fast. So he
marries Yuriko, sister of underworld godfather Ishikawa.

18/08/2018 08:55

Poker King

Although Jack's family is involved in the casino business, he has
never shared an interest in gaming until he played Texas Hold
'Em on the Internet. Rival Uno is the manager at Randy's casion.

Ah Boys To Men
Part 1

The film is centered around a young man named Ken Chow, a
hot-headed rebellious youth who is forced to serve his two years
of NS when he is enlisted into Basic Military Training in Pulau
Tekong as a recruit in Ninja Company. He initially bemoans his
fate alongside his squad mates. As striking personalities and
different upbringings clash, they will slowly learn about
themselves.

Jiang Hu- the
Triad Zone

The word is out on the streets, someone will assassinate
underworld kingpin Jimmy Yam in the next 24 hours. Jimmy is
bold and daring, he gets a chance to see the people around him
as who they really are: his wife Sophie, his consigliere Wai, his
bodyguard Yue, his mistress Jo Jo, his rival Si, a rising gangster
Tiger and a loyal-man who is in jail for him. Then, he finds out
who is behind the assassination…

18/08/2018 04:15

18/08/2018 11:00

18/08/2018 12:50

My Egg Boy

Even in modern-day Taipei, women feel the societal pressure to
get married and have children before the clock runs out.
Thankfully, there is a solution: freeze your eggs and prolong
your fertility until the right one comes along! A comical tale on
freezing time for the sake of prolonging the pursuit of love, this
Taiwanese comedy showcases the “smallest” actors on the big
screen: frozen spermatozoa and eggs.

Twins Mission

A Tibetan dZi bead on its way to be exhibited in Hong Kong was
stolen. With a possible link to a long-lost cult, the Gemini Clan,
the guardian of the dZi bead Lucky and his adopted son Hey
tried to solicit the help of the head of the Clan, the Principal.
However, when the mysterious gang seriously wounded Lucky
after another attack, the Principal reluctantly summoned the help
of the Clan's former members - Twins.

18/08/2018 18:05

Beijing & New
York

It is a touching and complex love story that bridges time,
distance and culture, intertwining the lives of two Chinese
childhood friends and an American artist. It is set against the
backdrop of economic power shift between China and America.
As the film's complex love triangle takes the audience on a wild
ride, interweaving its way through the plot and each character's
unique existence.

18/08/2018 19:55

Love Forever

In the Jilin Past Stories Speech Competition in Beihua
University, two students find out that their stories actually come
from one love story during the Anti-Japanese War.

18/08/2018 21:30

Keep Calm and
be a Superstar

ZHU from China, as a huge fan of Hong Kong cinema, has
always dream of become a cop like in the movies, who
unfortunately failed the fitness exam in China's Police Force
selection because of asthma.

18/08/2018 23:10

Super Express

A modest super-express delivery courier gets entangled in a
spiral of adventure and romance in Shanghaï. the robbery of a
cat statue relic exhibited at a museum in Marseille, France.

18/08/2018 14:35

18/08/2018 16:25

Ip Man II

After the war, the family lived in Foshan and experienced
hardship. Ip therefore went to Hong Kong to start a new page
with his family in 1949.

Troublesome
Night 4

Leonardo, DiCaprio and Ming join a bargain tour to the
Philippines hoping to feast all they can on local girls as well as
those traveling with them. They’re initially excited that two
seemingly wantons girls, U2 and K2, have joined their tour,
together with a very pretty tour guide named Yan. But what they
thought was going to be an enjoyable trip turns out to be a
nightmare…

19/08/2018 04:05

Ocean Heaven

Sam Wong struggles to look after his 21-year-old son Dafu, who
has autism. Sam has single-handedly brought up his son since
his wife died 14 years ago and looks after him day and night
attempting to help him learn basic tasks in order to care for
himself.

19/08/2018 05:40

My Cousin The
Ghost

Kenny cousin Richard is coming to Hong Kong to search for a
bride, but he is killed in an accident on his way.

19/08/2018 07:15

Armour of God II

Jackie Chan returns as adventure/grave robber Asian Hawk,
who's contracted to find a hidden cache of Nazi Gold. His
journey leads him to various exotic locales and companionship
with not one, but three comely females of differing origin.
Popular comedienne Carol Cheng heads the Hong Kong
delegation, while Ikeda Shoko hails from Japan, and pretty Eva
Cobo deGarcia represents Europe.

19/08/2018 09:00

To boost the standard of Singapore basketball scene, Long, a
magnate and a known figure in the basketball scene uses his
finances to source young talents from China to Singapore. By
Meeting the Giant gathering the young basketball players from China and
Singapore together and providing the relevant training, Long
hopes to reinvigorate the sport, improve the ranking of
basketball in Singapore and hopefully create the next Yao Ming.

19/08/2018 00:40

19/08/2018 02:30

Demi Haunted

Buster is a bit player in a Cantonese Opera troupe who has
never had a starring role. But when a ghost starts causing
trouble during the productions, he finds himself being asked to
play a female lead.

The Fierce Wife

The movie continues the story from the TV series which ended
with a cliff hanger where the wife was deciding whether to return
to her cheating husband or have a relationship with her boss. 4
years after the divorce, her cheating husband, Wen Rui Fan,
comes back in hopes of re-kindling their love. Will An Zhen
return back to him or move on to a new love?

19/08/2018 14:30

Mad Detective

A missing police pistol is connected to a series of recent heists
and murders. Its owner, Wong, vanished while pursuing
suspects in the mountains, yet his partner, Chi-Wai,
miraculously returned unharmed…

19/08/2018 16:05

Skiptrace

A detective from Hong Kong teams up with an American
gambler to battle against a notorious Chinese criminal.

19/08/2018 17:50

Hotel Deluxe

“Hundred Stars Hotel” is run by a group of incompetent staff
including OK, the Assistant Manager, Pacino, the Chief
Bartender, Peach, the Head of Housekeeping and Sammy, the
Receptionist. Rumor has it that a mysterious hotel detective will
arrive soon and define the rating of “Hundred Stars Hotel”. In
order to match the five-star standard, harsh Cruella has been
appointed as the Hotel Manager to restructure the hotel.

19/08/2018 19:25

After leaving the military, Lobang, Wayang King, Sergeant Ong,
Ah Boys to Men 4 and Ken Chow are all busy with their respective career as
civilians. That’s until they are called back to serve the nation …

19/08/2018 10:45

19/08/2018 12:35

19/08/2018 21:30

It is the story primarily of two half-brothers, Dragon and Tiger,
separated at a young age. The younger Tiger was raised at the
titular dojo, whereas Dragon was adopted by a mob boss after
Dragon Tiger Gate his mother's death. Years later, the two of them come into
conflict by chance. A third warrior, Turbo Shek, eventually joins
the fight as well and they eventually band together to take on
Shibumi and the Luocha Gang.

Blood of Youth

At Yuancheng orphanage, teenage brawler Su Ang is beaten to
within an inch of his life by bully Da Gui for standing up for his
girlfriend Lin Qiao, a fellow orphan. Later, Lin Qiao takes
revenge on Da Gui by luring him up a rickety water tower.

My Loving
Trouble 7

James, a director of TV commercials who becomes infatuated
with Julia, a mysterious woman he happens to notice walking
across the street one day. She is actually a high-tech industrial
spy, and plans to quit the service after completing one more
mission, with the help of her new partner Candy. When the
women realize that they have been set up, James tries to help
them and the initially hostile Julia begins warming up to him.

20/08/2018 02:45

Her Fatal Ways

In what is widely regarded as one of her finest roles, Carol
Cheng plays Mainland police inspector Cheng, who is given the
task of escorting a wanted criminal from Mainland China back to
Hong Kong, alongside her dim-witted nephew Hsaio Sheng
(Alfred Cheung). Upon arriving in Hong Kong, Cheng is quick to
express her distaste for the liberal, and in her mind, spoilt
attitudes that exist in Hong Kong society.

20/08/2018 04:20

Shanghai Grand

Epic of old Shanghai with Leslie Cheung a patriot seeking
revenge against the Japanese and Andy Lau an up-and-coming
gangster.

20/08/2018 05:55

Tiger Cage 2

An ex-cop and divorce lawyer team up with a gangster to clear
their names after getting involved in a dirty money scheme led
by a vicious money launderer.

19/08/2018 23:10

20/08/2018 01:00

Ex

When Zhou Yi breaks up with her boyfriend at the airport, she
runs into her ex, Ping who begrudgingly invites her to stay.
Unfortunately, Ping is also in a new relationship with Cee and
the new arrival doesn't go down too well. As Yi and Ping start to
remember the good times, they find a flame is reignited and
start to wonder whether they should get back together.

Shinjuku Incident

Tractor repairman Steelhead sneaks into Japan illegally to look
for his girlfriend Xiu Xiu. He joins old friend Jie and a band of
Chinese illegal immigrants living in the shadowy fringes of
Japanese society. Steelhead rises to become the new leader of
Shinjuku with the help of yakuza boss. After Steelhead gets
legal status to live in Japan, he retreats to settle into a quiet life
with his new girlfriend Lily. But their peace is interrupted…

20/08/2018 11:10

Mr. & Mrs. Single

Huo Cai Guo is forced to keep his marriage a secret so as to get
a new job as an assistant at a perfume company. As his CEO
Mandy becomes more appreciative of him, their relationship
starts to arouse the suspicions of his wife, Jingyi, who also
discovers Caiguo has been lying about his marital status at
work. The inevitable happens when Caiguo and Mandy are on a
business trip together, and Jingyi asks for a divorce.

20/08/2018 12:55

Kung Fu Mahjong

Another gambling movie from Wong Jing, this time he combines
the fun of kung fu and mahjong.

20/08/2018 14:35

The Left Ear

The Left Ear tells a painful love story of four teenagers. The
seventeen-year old LI'er is an introvert girl whose left ear suffers
from poor hearing. One day, she suddenly expresses her love to
XU Ge who, however, becomes the boyfriend of an outgoing girl,
Bala. Li makes friends with Bala and meets ZHANG Yang whom
Bala really loves by chance. Later, Bala dies in an accident and
Li finally falls in love with Xu.

20/08/2018 16:30

Twelve Nights

Jeannie, a flight attendant, and Alan, a materialistic business
man meet on Jeannie's birthday; Alan takes her home and what
follows is a year spent exploring the ups and downs of love.

20/08/2018 07:30

20/08/2018 09:05

20/08/2018 18:05

Written By

A lawyer who is killed in a car accident finds himself resurrected
as a character in his daughter's novel.

20/08/2018 19:35

Missing

After her husband is killed in a mysterious accident, a widow is
haunted by images of things she has never seen or experienced.

20/08/2018 21:30

Haunted Hotel

Young couple enter a wrong hotel when they travel to Malaysia
and horrible things occur.

20/08/2018 23:05

The Noise

Recording engineer Le Ren and his girlfriend Min Min move into
an old house outside the city and set up their own work studio.
The tranquil environment seems like the perfect place to start a
sweet new life but this old house soon turns into Le Ren's worst
nightmare. Soon after moving in, he begins to hear strange
noises and then one day, he discovers a little boy in a
cupboard…

21/08/2018 00:40

Jimmy Wong, a famous thief who runs into mixed-up situations
and possible romance while hanging out in Okinawa. Jimmy
becomes the top target of Hong Kong cop Dat, who's
Okinawa Rendezvacationing with his girlfriend and her best pal. Dat sees the
vous
apprehension of Jimmy as his ticket out of the mailroom, but to
actually take him down he'll have to first go through Jenny, a
former girlfriend of the local Yakuza leader…

21/08/2018 02:25

Righting Wrongs

Hsia is frustrated with a witness murdered and the traffickers
acquitted. He resigns from police to revenge but is attacked by
hitmen.

Swordsman

'Sunflower Scripture' is suddenly stolen from the Forbidden City!
In order to avoid any scandal, head eunuch Koo Jin-foo appoints
Cho Leng-tsan to investigate.

21/08/2018 05:55

Zodiac Killers

Three young Chinese - Ben, Ming and Chuck - come to Japan
for study and adventure. Ming wants to make it fast. So he
marries Yuriko, sister of underworld godfather Ishikawa.

21/08/2018 07:25

The story deals with two people from different social
backgrounds that begin the unlikeliest of romances in a land far
from home. With Cheung's meticulous direction, there is an
An Autumn's Tale almost fairy-tale like quality to this film. Chow Yun Fat's "Boat
Head" and Cherie Cheung's Lee Kay defined romance for years,
and the song played in the film, "At the Forest and the Wild",
moved many to tears!

21/08/2018 04:00

21/08/2018 09:05

21/08/2018 10:55

21/08/2018 12:50

Demi Haunted

Buster is a bit player in a Cantonese Opera troupe who has
never had a starring role. But when a ghost starts causing
trouble during the productions, he finds himself being asked to
play a female lead.

Ah Boys To Men
Part 1

The film is centered around a young man named Ken Chow, a
hot-headed rebellious youth who is forced to serve his two years
of NS when he is enlisted into Basic Military Training in Pulau
Tekong as a recruit in Ninja Company. He initially bemoans his
fate alongside his squad mates. As striking personalities and
different upbringings clash, they will slowly learn about
themselves.

The Adventurers

The world's top thieves join forces to pull off the heist of a
lifetime. But when they find themselves pursued across Europe
by a legendary French detective, they'll have to take their game
to the next level.

21/08/2018 14:35

21/08/2018 16:35

21/08/2018 18:05

21/08/2018 19:50

21/08/2018 21:30

21/08/2018 23:10

The Transcend

The young novel writer Yan Dong faces obstacles in his writing
career when he published his first spiritual and supernatural
genre novel. He is being criticized all the time for his work. His
manager Bao Jin has no choice but dares Yan Dong to go
further into the unknown realm so he can compose a more
believable novel. He suggests Yan Dong to use all kinds of
traditional customaries to open his 'third' eye in order to see
spirits and ghosts.

Ghost Child

Still trying to come to terms with her mother's death, Kim (Kayley
Woo) has to welcome another new member in her family – Na
(Carmen Soo), an Indonesian-Chinese woman whom her father
Choon (Chen Han Wei) is going to marry. A series of mysterious
events starts to take place following Na's arrival, and as things
begin to spin out of control, Choon and Kim find out the
wickedness comes from a bundle carried by Na.

The Wonderful
Wedding

When Li Shu Fen and Gao Fei got engaged, they had no idea
getting to the big day would be such an undertaking. Their
biggest obstacle is Shu Fen's father Jin Shuang, who's peeved
that the apple of his eye is getting married to a punk unworthy of
her. His disapproval of the match leads him to set the young
couple some impossible tasks like a strict adherence to
traditional customs.

ATM

College friends Ah Lok, Bo Zai and Ming Ming have been
struggling financially since graduating. Ah Lok has an
engineering degree but chooses to pursue music, Bo Zai's
girlfriend looks down on him because he's poor, and Ming Ming
believes only money can provide security. The three get involved
in an ATM heist, but the machine accidentally ends up on the
grounds of a retirement home…

Fist & Faith

Set during the 1930s after the Japanese invasion of Manchuria,
a teacher and a group of students establish a study club to
preserve their language and culture as an act of protest against
the foreign invaders.

New Police Story

Police Inspector Wing used to be Hong Kong's top cop, but
when his entire team is wiped out by a youthful group of coldblooded bank robbers, Wing quickly falls into a deep depression.
A year after everyone including Wing's fiancée has lost their
faith in the fallen police inspector, Wing gets a second shot at
glory when he is assigned an ambitious new partner and given
the opportunity to bring the gang that nearly destroyed his life to
justice.

Informed by fortune teller Blind Liu that he has been hexed,
down-on-his-luck mechanic Chen Chuan is determined to turn
his life around. Soon, Chen becomes convinced that it is his
wife's infidelity…

22/08/2018 01:10

Karmic Mahjong

22/08/2018 02:50

A Hong Kong police station used to be a clubhouse of the
Japanese at the time of their occupation of the city during World
War II. However, at the end of the war, many of the Japanese
The Haunted Cop
committed haka kiri in the clubhouse. In the present time, after
Shop
thief Sneaky Ming (Billy Lau) was captured and incarcerated at
the station, he was lured into a world of the paranormal by the
spirits of those still inhabiting the building.

22/08/2018 04:20

It's A Mad Mad
Mad World

Bill, a TV news reporter, tries to make ends meet to support
himself, his wife and 3 daughters in urban Hong Kong. The
daughters are in those teenage headache inducing years.
Loletta is into J-pop and wants to travel to Japan to study their
culture. Bill reminds her that the Japanese invaded their
country. In the mist of the misadventures of Bill and his family,
their luck and lives ultimately change when Bill's wife suddenly
wins the lottery.

22/08/2018 05:55

Headlines

Daniel Wu, Emil Chow, and Maggie Cheung Ho-yee play
competitive news reporters whose professional and personal
lives intersect.

22/08/2018 07:30

3 Days of a Blind
Girl

Mrs. Ng, who is left temporarily blind after an operation. Second
day, her husband takes off to Macau for a few days. Soon
afterwards, Sam, a former patient shows up, with sinister
motives.

Twins Mission

A Tibetan dZi bead on its way to be exhibited in Hong Kong was
stolen. With a possible link to a long-lost cult, the Gemini Clan,
the guardian of the dZi bead Lucky and his adopted son Hey
tried to solicit the help of the head of the Clan, the Principal.
However, when the mysterious gang seriously wounded Lucky
after another attack, the Principal reluctantly summoned the help
of the Clan's former members - Twins.

22/08/2018 08:55

Andy is a womanizing sales manager at an HK electronics firm,
who finds his life embroiled in office politics and gossip when he
gets involved in the life of Kinki, a kooky office lady who's
emotionally daffy but genuinely delightful. Kinki is an odd, but
pure-hearted girl whose weird ways initially annoy Andy. But her
genuine personality and work ethic win him over, until Andy's exgirlfriend Fiona shows up looking to rekindle their romance…

22/08/2018 10:35

Needing You

22/08/2018 12:25

It is the story primarily of two half-brothers, Dragon and Tiger,
separated at a young age. The younger Tiger was raised at the
titular dojo, whereas Dragon was adopted by a mob boss after
Dragon Tiger Gate his mother's death. Years later, the two of them come into
conflict by chance. A third warrior, Turbo Shek, eventually joins
the fight as well and they eventually band together to take on
Shibumi and the Luocha Gang.

22/08/2018 14:05

Bring Back the
Dead

When her seven-year-old son dies in a tragic road accident, a
grieving mother, with the help of her former caregiver Mdm
Seetoh, resorts to supernatural forces to bring back his soul so
he can be 'by her side' at home. However, after several strange
and even deadly occurrences in the house, she begins to
suspect that there is something amiss with the soul she has
brought back. She then unravels the horrific truth.

22/08/2018 15:35

Jiang Hu- the
Triad Zone

The word is out on the streets, someone will assassinate
underworld kingpin Jimmy Yam in the next 24 hours. Jimmy is
bold and daring, he gets a chance to see the people around him
as who they really are: his wife Sophie, his consigliere Wai, his
bodyguard Yue, his mistress Jo Jo, his rival Si, a rising gangster
Tiger and a loyal-man who is in jail for him. Then, he finds out
who is behind the assassination…

22/08/2018 17:20

After leaving the military, Lobang, Wayang King, Sergeant Ong,
Ah Boys to Men 4 and Ken Chow are all busy with their respective career as
civilians. That’s until they are called back to serve the nation …

22/08/2018 19:25

Tractor repairman Steelhead sneaks into Japan illegally to look
for his girlfriend Xiu Xiu. He joins old friend Jie and a band of
Chinese illegal immigrants living in the shadowy fringes of
Japanese society. Steelhead rises to become the new leader of
Shinjuku with the help of yakuza boss. After Steelhead gets
legal status to live in Japan, he retreats to settle into a quiet life
with his new girlfriend Lily. But their peace is interrupted…

Shinjuku Incident

22/08/2018 21:30

22/08/2018 23:00

23/08/2018 00:50

23/08/2018 02:35

23/08/2018 04:45

23/08/2018 06:20

Sara

After being sexually abused as a child by her stepfather, Sara
runs away from home, earns her own keep and spends her
nights in various locales, including fast-food joints that stay open
24 hours. While hanging around the Tsim Sha Tsui East
promenade late one evening, she meets the gentlemanly,
middle-aged Kam Ho Yin. The two embark on a complex
relationship that involves his getting her into a good school and
a new life she chooses to take.

Brotherhood of
Blades

Set in the final years of the Ming Dynasty, Brotherhood of Blades
stars Chang Chen, Wang Qian Yun and Ethan Li as three
members of the secret military police tasked by the emperor to
hunt down the powerful eunuch who runs another branch of the
secret imperial police. However, the three men's loyalties are
sorely tested when one of them makes a choice that would
embroil them into a dangerous conspiracy.

Mr. & Mrs. Single

Huo Cai Guo is forced to keep his marriage a secret so as to get
a new job as an assistant at a perfume company. As his CEO
Mandy becomes more appreciative of him, their relationship
starts to arouse the suspicions of his wife, Jingyi, who also
discovers Caiguo has been lying about his marital status at
work. The inevitable happens when Caiguo and Mandy are on a
business trip together, and Jingyi asks for a divorce.

Eat Drink Man
Woman

This Taiwanese drama centers upon the relationships within a
Taipei family. The father is a master chef who's lost his sense of
taste. His wife died so now he lives amongst his three grown
daughters. All three really want to get on with their own lives.
The oldest daughter Jen is a school teacher adept at hiding her
feelings after she suffered a bad love affair in college…

Easy Money

A car which transporting several billion dollars is caught in a
traffic jam. Robbers come from all different directions. The
person in charge of this heist is a beautiful young girl Young
Ling. The police put Senior Inspector Cheung to be in charge of
this case. Lam, the representative from the insurance company,
also joins the investigation, but their differing working ethics
cause them much disagreement…

Always on My
Mind

Michael as a money-grubbing news anchor who's just
discovered that he has cancer. The TV station he works at is
also looking to fire him. Before the station has a chance to
finalize the firing, though, the news anchor finds fame overnight
thanks to his coverage of a sensational robbery.

The China's Next
Top Princess

A spoof of the popular American TV show, America's Next Top
Model, the movie tells the story of two girls.

23/08/2018 09:40

Mad Detective

A missing police pistol is connected to a series of recent heists
and murders. Its owner, Wong, vanished while pursuing
suspects in the mountains, yet his partner, Chi-Wai,
miraculously returned unharmed…

23/08/2018 11:15

Twelve Nights

Jeannie, a flight attendant, and Alan, a materialistic business
man meet on Jeannie's birthday; Alan takes her home and what
follows is a year spent exploring the ups and downs of love.

23/08/2018 12:50

The Kid from the
Big Apple 2

Sequel to the critically acclaim The Kid From The Big Apple.
Sarah is back in Malaysia to spend her holiday with grandpa
who is showing signs of dementia.

23/08/2018 14:45

Love Forever

In the Jilin Past Stories Speech Competition in Beihua
University, two students find out that their stories actually come
from one love story during the Anti-Japanese War.

23/08/2018 16:20

Kung Fu Mahjong

Another gambling movie from Wong Jing, this time he combines
the fun of kung fu and mahjong.

23/08/2018 08:00

The House That
Never Dies II

During the last years of the Republic, the country was in chaos.
With the warlords’ mutiny in the capital, Marshal Zhang
Zhisheng was forced to marry the great warlord’s daughter Ji
Jincui but subsequently.

23/08/2018 19:40

Godspeed

A Taiwanese drug mule has his foolproof smuggling method
thrown out of whack when he catches a ride with the wrong cab
driver, in this highly entertaining caper starring Hong Kong
comedy legend Michael Hui. A fantastic showcase for revered
Hong Kong actor and comedian Michael Hui, Chung's
freewheeling fourth film veers from character-driven humour to
nail-biting suspense, tracing its hapless characters' journey from
calm to chaos.

23/08/2018 21:30

Since being publicly dumped by her boyfriend years ago, Qi Jia
has had a rough go of it. Often violent and almost always rowdy,
the perpetually drunk Qi Jia seems to stumble from one messy
Meet Miss Anxiety situation to another. She shares an apartment with her best
friend Shuer and the shy Xiaoou whose apparent affections for
Qi Jia go sadly unnoticed. When the already volatile Qi Jia is
diagnosed with early on-set menopause…

23/08/2018 23:10

Poker King

Although Jack's family is involved in the casino business, he has
never shared an interest in gaming until he played Texas Hold
'Em on the Internet. Rival Uno is the manager at Randy's casion.

Hotel Deluxe

“Hundred Stars Hotel” is run by a group of incompetent staff
including OK, the Assistant Manager, Pacino, the Chief
Bartender, Peach, the Head of Housekeeping and Sammy, the
Receptionist. Rumor has it that a mysterious hotel detective will
arrive soon and define the rating of “Hundred Stars Hotel”. In
order to match the five-star standard, harsh Cruella has been
appointed as the Hotel Manager to restructure the hotel.

Police Story 3
Super Cop

When a dangerous undercover mission is required to put a highpowered drug lord out of commission, the job goes to the one
man fearless enough to take on the task of infiltrating the
biggest crime and narcotics syndicate in the Pacific Rim-Detective Kevin Chan. Chan's assignment begins in a prison
labor camp where he's sent to retrieve a gangster named
Panther.

23/08/2018 18:00

24/08/2018 01:15

24/08/2018 02:50

24/08/2018 04:25

The Killer

Hitman Ah Jong (Chow Yun-fat), is on his last job for the Hong
Kong Triad, but accidentally damages the eyes of a young
nightclub singer named Jennie (Sally Yeh) with a muzzle flash in
a shootout. After the attack, Ah Jong begins to watch Jennie
perform at the nightclub and escorts her home when she is
attacked by thugs. Jennie and Ah Jong begin to fall in love
during his frequent visits at her apartment.

24/08/2018 06:15

Fatal Love

Romantic thriller with lovers Leslie Cheung and Cherie Chung
facing death at the hands of her gangster ex-boyfriend.

The Conman

Previously imprisoned for an accidental killing, King has returned
to the world with his gambling skills intact, but his spirit gone.
Help comes in the form of Skinny Dragon, and his sexy sister
Ching, who initially can't stand King, but eventually starts to
warm to his undeniable charms. However, evil bad guy
Handsome wants to use King's skills to swindle renowned
sharper Macau Mon. Will King bow to Handome's wishes, or
turn the tables on him?

Love on a Diet

Mimi Mo, a young exchange student to Japan who met and fell
in love with a budding pianist, Kurokawa. Kurokawa eventually
leaves to study music in the USA and returns to Japan as a
famous musician. Mimi has dealt with her depression by eating
and weights over 300lbs and Kurokawa doesn't recognize her.
Mimi meets Fatty who helps her lose the weight. But they fall in
love.

A Dream Team

Sammy's Hui Man Keung believes in fate and feng shui. When
he was born, a fortune teller prophesied that he'd meet his cruel
end by the time he's 30 years old. Now on the brink of that fatal
age, he feels even more downhearted…

Twilight Online

In 2003, a collision between a double-decker bus and a truck in
Tuen Mun took the lives of 21 people. Ten years after the
accident, several tenants on the Yau Oi Estate, which is located
near the scene of the collision, report witnessing a woman clad
in red jumping to her death on multiple nights. When strange
things start happening to the students, Gu and Bee are called to
help.

24/08/2018 07:45

24/08/2018 09:40

24/08/2018 11:20

24/08/2018 12:55

24/08/2018 14:30

Fist & Faith

Set during the 1930s after the Japanese invasion of Manchuria,
a teacher and a group of students establish a study club to
preserve their language and culture as an act of protest against
the foreign invaders.

24/08/2018 16:10

Missing

After her husband is killed in a mysterious accident, a widow is
haunted by images of things she has never seen or experienced.

24/08/2018 18:05

To boost the standard of Singapore basketball scene, Long, a
magnate and a known figure in the basketball scene uses his
finances to source young talents from China to Singapore. By
Meeting the Giant gathering the young basketball players from China and
Singapore together and providing the relevant training, Long
hopes to reinvigorate the sport, improve the ranking of
basketball in Singapore and hopefully create the next Yao Ming.

24/08/2018 19:50

Buddies in India

Following his father's deathbed confession about the location of
his last will and testament, Tang Sen packs up and heads to
India with his friend Wu Kong in search of it. Along the way, the
merry duo becomes a motley crew, enlisting a loyal but quirky
fighter and a cagey but beautiful woman, all while experiencing
the mysteries of a magical land that both helps and hinders
them in their quest.

24/08/2018 21:30

Just as the fabulously wealthy Mr. and Mrs. Kau are preparing
for their beloved daughter Sherry and her fiancé Johnny's
engagement party, an unwanted distraction barges in on the
An Inspector Calls festivities in the form of Inspector Karl, who's investigating the
apparent suicide of a pregnant young woman, Cindy Cheung. It
turns out that Cindy was acquainted with every single member of
the Kau family.

24/08/2018 23:00

Keep Calm and
be a Superstar

ZHU from China, as a huge fan of Hong Kong cinema, has
always dream of become a cop like in the movies, who
unfortunately failed the fitness exam in China's Police Force
selection because of asthma.

Demi Haunted

Buster is a bit player in a Cantonese Opera troupe who has
never had a starring role. But when a ghost starts causing
trouble during the productions, he finds himself being asked to
play a female lead.

25/08/2018 02:30

Devoted To You

Coming-of-age drama about the psychological changes of May
Lo and Loletta Lee when they encounter Jacky Cheung and
Michael Wong.

25/08/2018 04:00

Three of A Kind

Famous novelist Ngan (Michael Hui) is leading a comfortable life
living on the royalties of his published novels. He has now
placed all his attention onto his daughter Sophia (Miriam Yeung).

25/08/2018 05:45

Sting Of The
Scorpion

Maggie, Anthony Wong, and Lester Chan star as three
childhood friends and recent graduates of the Hong Kong police
academy who find themselves assigned to the same precinct.
Both men have feelings for their female colleague, but Maggie
only has eyes for Anthony.

25/08/2018 07:00

Royal Warriors

Policewoman Michelle Yeoh goes after revenge-seeking villains
with the help of Michael Wong and Japanese agent Henry
Sanada.

25/08/2018 08:35

Ip Man II

After the war, the family lived in Foshan and experienced
hardship. Ip therefore went to Hong Kong to start a new page
with his family in 1949.

25/08/2018 00:40

Shinjuku Incident

Tractor repairman Steelhead sneaks into Japan illegally to look
for his girlfriend Xiu Xiu. He joins old friend Jie and a band of
Chinese illegal immigrants living in the shadowy fringes of
Japanese society. Steelhead rises to become the new leader of
Shinjuku with the help of yakuza boss. After Steelhead gets
legal status to live in Japan, he retreats to settle into a quiet life
with his new girlfriend Lily. But their peace is interrupted…

ATM

College friends Ah Lok, Bo Zai and Ming Ming have been
struggling financially since graduating. Ah Lok has an
engineering degree but chooses to pursue music, Bo Zai's
girlfriend looks down on him because he's poor, and Ming Ming
believes only money can provide security. The three get involved
in an ATM heist, but the machine accidentally ends up on the
grounds of a retirement home…

New Police Story

Police Inspector Wing used to be Hong Kong's top cop, but
when his entire team is wiped out by a youthful group of coldblooded bank robbers, Wing quickly falls into a deep depression.
A year after everyone including Wing's fiancée has lost their
faith in the fallen police inspector, Wing gets a second shot at
glory when he is assigned an ambitious new partner and given
the opportunity to bring the gang that nearly destroyed his life to
justice.

The Left Ear

The Left Ear tells a painful love story of four teenagers. The
seventeen-year old LI'er is an introvert girl whose left ear suffers
from poor hearing. One day, she suddenly expresses her love to
XU Ge who, however, becomes the boyfriend of an outgoing girl,
Bala. Li makes friends with Bala and meets ZHANG Yang whom
Bala really loves by chance. Later, Bala dies in an accident and
Li finally falls in love with Xu.

25/08/2018 18:05

Grey Met Shrek

Everyone wants to be in his or her own fairy tale, but sometimes,
fairy tales don't turn out the way you expect. Grey is an office
worker with a bit of a shopping addiction. One day, just after
being fired, she comes across a gorgeous pair of shoes that she
couldn't possibly afford. Before she fully understood what she
was doing, she's stolen the shoes, and in a desperate bid to
escape, she climbs into a truck…

25/08/2018 19:45

Skiptrace

A detective from Hong Kong teams up with an American
gambler to battle against a notorious Chinese criminal.

25/08/2018 10:25

25/08/2018 12:30

25/08/2018 14:10

25/08/2018 16:10

25/08/2018 21:30

Last Ghost
Standing

25/08/2018 22:55

The Adventurers

On New Years Eve 2000 the cinema on the 666 King's Road
presents its last show before closure. Unfortunately the forces of
Hell arise. A horrible, gory bloodbath starts out…
The world's top thieves join forces to pull off the heist of a
lifetime. But when they find themselves pursued across Europe
by a legendary French detective, they'll have to take their game
to the next level.

The Noise

Recording engineer Le Ren and his girlfriend Min Min move into
an old house outside the city and set up their own work studio.
The tranquil environment seems like the perfect place to start a
sweet new life but this old house soon turns into Le Ren's worst
nightmare. Soon after moving in, he begins to hear strange
noises and then one day, he discovers a little boy in a
cupboard…

Ex

When Zhou Yi breaks up with her boyfriend at the airport, she
runs into her ex, Ping who begrudgingly invites her to stay.
Unfortunately, Ping is also in a new relationship with Cee and
the new arrival doesn't go down too well. As Yi and Ping start to
remember the good times, they find a flame is reignited and
start to wonder whether they should get back together.

The Canton
Godfather

Kuo Cheng-Wah, a kindhearted country boy who is quickly
cheated out of all his money when he arrives in Hong Kong.
Depressed and destitute, he encounters Madame Kao (Ah Lei
Gua), a poor woman selling flowers on the street; she urges him
to buy a red rose, saying it will bring him luck. He demurs at first,
shaking his head sadly, then finally agrees. His fortunes
immediately take a dramatic turn...

26/08/2018 06:00

Crying Heart

Also known as A Dumb Boy, this Hong Kong drama is the story
of a dying mother and her love for her retarded son. Mrs. Fat is
slowly succumbing to cancer, but her biggest worry is her only
child, the 30-year-old Bee. Possessing the mind of a toddler but
the hormonal urges of a sexually aroused rhino, Bee finds
himself in trouble with the gangster boyfriend of his neighbor
May.

26/08/2018 07:50

A group of girls go on a camping trip and take shelter from the
rain in an abandoned temple. One of them, Bonnie, takes a rope
she found in the temple back with her not knowing that in the
The Happy Ghost rope lies the soul of a fallen scholar from the Ching Dynasty.
The ghost, Bindeye Pik, tries to help them with some of their
daily trials and tribulations but then unwittingly gets them into
trouble.

26/08/2018 00:40

26/08/2018 02:20

26/08/2018 03:55

Jiang Hu- the
Triad Zone

The word is out on the streets, someone will assassinate
underworld kingpin Jimmy Yam in the next 24 hours. Jimmy is
bold and daring, he gets a chance to see the people around him
as who they really are: his wife Sophie, his consigliere Wai, his
bodyguard Yue, his mistress Jo Jo, his rival Si, a rising gangster
Tiger and a loyal-man who is in jail for him. Then, he finds out
who is behind the assassination…

The Wonderful
Wedding

When Li Shu Fen and Gao Fei got engaged, they had no idea
getting to the big day would be such an undertaking. Their
biggest obstacle is Shu Fen's father Jin Shuang, who's peeved
that the apple of his eye is getting married to a punk unworthy of
her. His disapproval of the match leads him to set the young
couple some impossible tasks like a strict adherence to
traditional customs.

26/08/2018 12:55

Buddy Cops

Short-tempered cop Fei constantly causes trouble with his
impulsive crime-busting, and his latest transgression has earned
him a transfer to the force's most useless department. There he
gets paired up with Johnny, a wimpy desk-duty mama's boy. Fei
and Johnny already can't stand each other at work, but soon
they have to deal with each other at home too when Fei's father
and Johnny's mother suddenly get married…

26/08/2018 14:35

Sky Hunter

Several Air Force pilots are given a sudden test to be selected
into a secret Air Force base called the Sky Hunter. Wu Di and
Ling Weifeng pass the test while Hao Chen gets eliminated.

Mr. & Mrs. Single

Huo Cai Guo is forced to keep his marriage a secret so as to get
a new job as an assistant at a perfume company. As his CEO
Mandy becomes more appreciative of him, their relationship
starts to arouse the suspicions of his wife, Jingyi, who also
discovers Caiguo has been lying about his marital status at
work. The inevitable happens when Caiguo and Mandy are on a
business trip together, and Jingyi asks for a divorce.

Bring Back the
Dead

When her seven-year-old son dies in a tragic road accident, a
grieving mother, with the help of her former caregiver Mdm
Seetoh, resorts to supernatural forces to bring back his soul so
he can be 'by her side' at home. However, after several strange
and even deadly occurrences in the house, she begins to
suspect that there is something amiss with the soul she has
brought back. She then unravels the horrific truth.

26/08/2018 09:25

26/08/2018 11:10

26/08/2018 16:30

26/08/2018 18:15

26/08/2018 19:45

Gen-X Cops star Stephen Fung makes his directorial debut with
this action-comedy hybrid from Hong Kong. Frequent Jackie
Chan collaborator Daniel Wu plays Georgie, the gay son of a
triad king who has been chosen to take his father's place when
Enter the Phoenix
he dies. However, the crime boss's man thinks that Georgie's
roommate Sam (Eason Chan) is his leader's son, and Georgie is
all too happy to play along. Being the top dog isn't easy, and
soon Sam finds himself in danger.

Hollywood
Adventures

Ming goes to America for his love. Wai goes there for his movie
dream. Wei goes there for a reason. When the three
inadvertently stumble upon an illegal import operation, they are
forced to band together and go on the run from the authorities
who believe them to be guilty. Not only that, but they are being
ruthlessly pursued by Manny Love, the angry ringleader of the
very lucrative crime ring that our three heroes have thrown into
jeopardy.

26/08/2018 23:25

Buddies in India

Following his father's deathbed confession about the location of
his last will and testament, Tang Sen packs up and heads to
India with his friend Wu Kong in search of it. Along the way, the
merry duo becomes a motley crew, enlisting a loyal but quirky
fighter and a cagey but beautiful woman, all while experiencing
the mysteries of a magical land that both helps and hinders
them in their quest.

27/08/2018 01:05

After leaving the military, Lobang, Wayang King, Sergeant Ong,
Ah Boys to Men 4 and Ken Chow are all busy with their respective career as
civilians. That’s until they are called back to serve the nation …

27/08/2018 03:10

The Wesley's
Mysterious File

Wesley, a special agent working in a secret UN department
investigating extra-terrestrial sightings. Hot on the trails of a
beautiful alien in town looking for her brother…

27/08/2018 04:40

Long Arm of the
Law 2

Suspecting that a mastermind is behind the sudden crime wave,
the Royal Hong Kong Police Force sends in three undercover
cops to bust the crime ring.

26/08/2018 21:30

27/08/2018 06:10

The Most
Dangerous Man

1978, the 17-year-old Yan Huan (Karel Wong) sneaked into
Hong Kong from Haifeng County, China. In order to provide a
better life for his family, he cut corners and chose to become a
fierce robber and commit offences repeatedly. With an AK-47 in
his hands, it made him become the most notorious and wanted
criminal in the 90s. He thought he was in full control of
everything, but the reality is that, God, the only lord of the
universe, was silently keeping him under close surveillance...

27/08/2018 07:45

Teaching Sucks

Anthony Wong and Jan Lamb are unenthusiastic teachers till
new colleague Cathy Tsui rekindles their interest in school and
life.

Needing You

Andy is a womanizing sales manager at an HK electronics firm,
who finds his life embroiled in office politics and gossip when he
gets involved in the life of Kinki, a kooky office lady who's
emotionally daffy but genuinely delightful. Kinki is an odd, but
pure-hearted girl whose weird ways initially annoy Andy. But her
genuine personality and work ethic win him over, until Andy's exgirlfriend Fiona shows up looking to rekindle their romance…

LuLu the Movie

Lulu The Movie is a comedy about a determined Chinese lady
named Lulu who comes to Singapore to meet her online lover,
but after being disappointed by what he turns out to be, she
decides to make it on her own and succeeds in becoming an
international fashion icon and mogul.

Twins Mission

A Tibetan dZi bead on its way to be exhibited in Hong Kong was
stolen. With a possible link to a long-lost cult, the Gemini Clan,
the guardian of the dZi bead Lucky and his adopted son Hey
tried to solicit the help of the head of the Clan, the Principal.
However, when the mysterious gang seriously wounded Lucky
after another attack, the Principal reluctantly summoned the help
of the Clan's former members - Twins.

Godspeed

A Taiwanese drug mule has his foolproof smuggling method
thrown out of whack when he catches a ride with the wrong cab
driver, in this highly entertaining caper starring Hong Kong
comedy legend Michael Hui. A fantastic showcase for revered
Hong Kong actor and comedian Michael Hui, Chung's
freewheeling fourth film veers from character-driven humour to
nail-biting suspense, tracing its hapless characters' journey from
calm to chaos.

27/08/2018 09:20

27/08/2018 11:10

27/08/2018 12:55

27/08/2018 14:35

27/08/2018 16:25

27/08/2018 18:05

27/08/2018 19:40

27/08/2018 21:30

27/08/2018 23:05

28/08/2018 00:55

It is the story primarily of two half-brothers, Dragon and Tiger,
separated at a young age. The younger Tiger was raised at the
titular dojo, whereas Dragon was adopted by a mob boss after
Dragon Tiger Gate his mother's death. Years later, the two of them come into
conflict by chance. A third warrior, Turbo Shek, eventually joins
the fight as well and they eventually band together to take on
Shibumi and the Luocha Gang.

Karmic Mahjong

Informed by fortune teller Blind Liu that he has been hexed,
down-on-his-luck mechanic Chen Chuan is determined to turn
his life around. Soon, Chen becomes convinced that it is his
wife's infidelity…

Beijing & New
York

It is a touching and complex love story that bridges time,
distance and culture, intertwining the lives of two Chinese
childhood friends and an American artist. It is set against the
backdrop of economic power shift between China and America.
As the film's complex love triangle takes the audience on a wild
ride, interweaving its way through the plot and each character's
unique existence.

Mad Detective

A missing police pistol is connected to a series of recent heists
and murders. Its owner, Wong, vanished while pursuing
suspects in the mountains, yet his partner, Chi-Wai,
miraculously returned unharmed…

Ah Boys To Men
Part 1

The film is centered around a young man named Ken Chow, a
hot-headed rebellious youth who is forced to serve his two years
of NS when he is enlisted into Basic Military Training in Pulau
Tekong as a recruit in Ninja Company. He initially bemoans his
fate alongside his squad mates. As striking personalities and
different upbringings clash, they will slowly learn about
themselves.

Doctor Mack

Lau Mack has been running a small clinic treating local
inhabitants and poor prostitutes working there. One night, he
escorts an injured gun robber to the government hospital, where
he unexpectedly meets his old friend Dr. Jaw, now a reputed
surgeon with an aspiration for senior management. He finds
himself outshone by Lau's medical talent and kindness to
patients. Jaw is however determined to speed up his career
ascent at the expense of Lau...

Police Story II

Due to detective Chan Ka Kui unorthodox police work on the last
case, Chan has been demoted to traffic duty…and the vengeful
mobsters still have their sights on taking him down. But when
terrorists threaten Hong Kong, Chan must track down the
suspects. And when his girlfriend May is kidnapped by the
terrorists, Chan must confront them, save his girlfriend and save
the day as only Jackie Chan can.

28/08/2018 04:40

A Chinese Ghost
Story II

Following the events of A Chinese Ghost Story, Ling Choi Sin
returns to his hometown and, while fleeing from cannibals, gets
himself imprisoned. With the help of his cell mate, scholar Elder
Chu, Sin escapes and then finds himself crossing paths with
rebel sisters Moon and Windy, who bears a strong resemblance
to his beloved tragic ghost, Lip Siu Sin.

28/08/2018 06:25

Sworn Brothers

A tough look at the Hong Kong underworld with Andy Lau and
Cheung Kwok-keung two pals who stand on different sides of
the law.

28/08/2018 07:55

The problem for Chow Ting-Fat (Chow) is that he loves both
women equally and cannot say no to either as both bring the
proposal of marriage to him. Wife number one is Joey Wong, a
The Diary of a Big
boutique owner who loses Ah Fat when he goes to take care of
Man
the European stock market. Wife number two is Sally Yeh, a
stewardess who loses Ah Fat when he goes to see to the
American stock market.

28/08/2018 02:40

28/08/2018 09:25

28/08/2018 11:00

The Noise

Recording engineer Le Ren and his girlfriend Min Min move into
an old house outside the city and set up their own work studio.
The tranquil environment seems like the perfect place to start a
sweet new life but this old house soon turns into Le Ren's worst
nightmare. Soon after moving in, he begins to hear strange
noises and then one day, he discovers a little boy in a
cupboard…

Love on a Diet

Mimi Mo, a young exchange student to Japan who met and fell
in love with a budding pianist, Kurokawa. Kurokawa eventually
leaves to study music in the USA and returns to Japan as a
famous musician. Mimi has dealt with her depression by eating
and weights over 300lbs and Kurokawa doesn't recognize her.
Mimi meets Fatty who helps her lose the weight. But they fall in
love.

Poker King

Although Jack's family is involved in the casino business, he has
never shared an interest in gaming until he played Texas Hold
'Em on the Internet. Rival Uno is the manager at Randy's casion.

28/08/2018 14:45

Ip Man II

After the war, the family lived in Foshan and experienced
hardship. Ip therefore went to Hong Kong to start a new page
with his family in 1949.

28/08/2018 16:40

Kung Fu Mahjong

Another gambling movie from Wong Jing, this time he combines
the fun of kung fu and mahjong.

28/08/2018 18:20

Just as the fabulously wealthy Mr. and Mrs. Kau are preparing
for their beloved daughter Sherry and her fiancé Johnny's
engagement party, an unwanted distraction barges in on the
An Inspector Calls festivities in the form of Inspector Karl, who's investigating the
apparent suicide of a pregnant young woman, Cindy Cheung. It
turns out that Cindy was acquainted with every single member of
the Kau family.

28/08/2018 19:50

The House That
Never Dies II

During the last years of the Republic, the country was in chaos.
With the warlords’ mutiny in the capital, Marshal Zhang
Zhisheng was forced to marry the great warlord’s daughter Ji
Jincui but subsequently.

My Papa Rich

Yang is a widower who is used to living a solitary life. He lives a
simple and poor life. His eldest daughter is married and resides
in Kuala Lumpur, his second daughter is still studying in
Singapore and his youngest son works as a small-time
salesman. Yang’s real trouble begins when he realizes that he
cannot afford to celebrate the coming Chinese New Year.

28/08/2018 12:40

28/08/2018 21:30

Miu, Donut, Celine and CC come from four different walks of life.
Yet they always seem to hang out at the same place, a sexy
lingerie shop where Donut works…

28/08/2018 23:15

La Lingerie

29/08/2018 01:20

With all the martial arts schools flourishing in Foshan, it’s
become the mecca of elite fighters. Chin Wu Athletic
Association is the best among them. Kwok Tin is selected to be
the new leader of the Chin Wu Athletic Association. And his son
Unbeatable Youth
Kwok Chun Tung stays in Foshan. The eight associations in
Foshan are invited by Chui to attend a party. Chui claims that
Chinese Kongfu cannot defeats the eight elites from eight
countries.

29/08/2018 02:50

The Cases

Edmond Poon hosts psychic programs, supported by the
metapsychology masters and warlocks from southeast Asia who
acts as advisors, leads a psychic exploring team to scout for
little-known mysterious and supernatural cases

29/08/2018 04:15

My Cousin The
Ghost

Kenny cousin Richard is coming to Hong Kong to search for a
bride, but he is killed in an accident on his way.

29/08/2018 05:50

A Chinese Ghost
Story

Compelled by a heavy rainstorm, Ning Tsai-shen trespasses on
the Orchid Temple on his way to the village. Ning is awakened in
the midnight and is attached to the bewitching music played by
Nieh Hsiao-tsing. Ning falls in love with Nieh, in spite of the
objection from a monk Yin, who lives in the temple. For Ning's
true love, Nieh betrays Old Evil, who manipulates Nieh to kill
strong men for its longevity. Yin comes to their rescue while
Ning finally realizes Nieh is a soul without body...

29/08/2018 07:25

Crack mainland policewoman Do Do Cheng is given a top secret
assignment: go to Hong Kong and look after the safety of an old
Mr. Chien, a member of the Communist Party's Central
Her Fatal Ways III
Committee. So, Do Do finds herself in a plane, accompanied by
her regular sidekick Cheung. There is a raging storm and the
plane is forced to make an emergency landing in Taiwan.

The Transcend

The young novel writer Yan Dong faces obstacles in his writing
career when he published his first spiritual and supernatural
genre novel. He is being criticized all the time for his work. His
manager Bao Jin has no choice but dares Yan Dong to go
further into the unknown realm so he can compose a more
believable novel. He suggests Yan Dong to use all kinds of
traditional customaries to open his 'third' eye in order to see
spirits and ghosts.

29/08/2018 11:00

Mr. & Mrs. Single

Huo Cai Guo is forced to keep his marriage a secret so as to get
a new job as an assistant at a perfume company. As his CEO
Mandy becomes more appreciative of him, their relationship
starts to arouse the suspicions of his wife, Jingyi, who also
discovers Caiguo has been lying about his marital status at
work. The inevitable happens when Caiguo and Mandy are on a
business trip together, and Jingyi asks for a divorce.

29/08/2018 12:45

The Kid from the
Big Apple 2

Sequel to the critically acclaim The Kid From The Big Apple.
Sarah is back in Malaysia to spend her holiday with grandpa
who is showing signs of dementia.

29/08/2018 14:40

Twelve Nights

Jeannie, a flight attendant, and Alan, a materialistic business
man meet on Jeannie's birthday; Alan takes her home and what
follows is a year spent exploring the ups and downs of love.

29/08/2018 16:15

Super Express

A modest super-express delivery courier gets entangled in a
spiral of adventure and romance in Shanghaï. the robbery of a
cat statue relic exhibited at a museum in Marseille, France.

29/08/2018 17:45

Missing

After her husband is killed in a mysterious accident, a widow is
haunted by images of things she has never seen or experienced.

29/08/2018 09:00

Blood of Youth

At Yuancheng orphanage, teenage brawler Su Ang is beaten to
within an inch of his life by bully Da Gui for standing up for his
girlfriend Lin Qiao, a fellow orphan. Later, Lin Qiao takes
revenge on Da Gui by luring him up a rickety water tower.

29/08/2018 21:30

Doomsday Party

On one fateful day, 5 strangers’ lives will intertwine together
from a bank heist where the robbers are armed with bombs. We
will met a misunderstood college dropout, a bank clerk who’s
stuck in love triangle, a good cop suffering from Glaucoma, a
widow who’s turned her back from her children because of love
and a retired teacher plan to commit suicide inside the bank.
Each of their stories will twist and twist and turn to unexpected
climax.

29/08/2018 23:05

Written By

A lawyer who is killed in a car accident finds himself resurrected
as a character in his daughter's novel.

30/08/2018 00:35

The Adventurers

The world's top thieves join forces to pull off the heist of a
lifetime. But when they find themselves pursued across Europe
by a legendary French detective, they'll have to take their game
to the next level.

30/08/2018 02:20

Sean Lau plays a barbeque restaurant owner who falls in love
with Joey Yung, a beauty thearpist in a pet beauty shop. As fate
The Attractive One would have it, Joey has a crush on someone else. Can a 30 odd
year old who has never experienced love win the love of his
love? Or is his efforts doomed to failure?

30/08/2018 03:55

John Woo returned to direct the film, and once again stars Chow
Yun Fat, this time as the twin brother of the character he played
in the first film. The sequel sees Tse-ho working together with
brother Tse-kit to help the police break a counterfeit syndicate.
They discover Lung is in danger of being killed by his employee,
Ko, who is masterminding the counterfeit operations.

29/08/2018 19:40

A Better
Tomorrow II

Front Page

Hui, an owner of a Hong Kong tabloid magazine company, hires
martial artist Bill Lee to help him get a good headliner for a
magazine story to, hopefully, save his failing business. In the
process, Bill meets San and pursues her in order to get the
scoop about her life. After thinking that San-San would make a
great headliner, Bill feels sorry for her because of her troubled
life: her mother has cancer...

30/08/2018 07:15

Armour of God II

Jackie Chan returns as adventure/grave robber Asian Hawk,
who's contracted to find a hidden cache of Nazi Gold. His
journey leads him to various exotic locales and companionship
with not one, but three comely females of differing origin.
Popular comedienne Carol Cheng heads the Hong Kong
delegation, while Ikeda Shoko hails from Japan, and pretty Eva
Cobo deGarcia represents Europe.

30/08/2018 09:00

Sky Hunter

Several Air Force pilots are given a sudden test to be selected
into a secret Air Force base called the Sky Hunter. Wu Di and
Ling Weifeng pass the test while Hao Chen gets eliminated.

My Loving
Trouble 7

James, a director of TV commercials who becomes infatuated
with Julia, a mysterious woman he happens to notice walking
across the street one day. She is actually a high-tech industrial
spy, and plans to quit the service after completing one more
mission, with the help of her new partner Candy. When the
women realize that they have been set up, James tries to help
them and the initially hostile Julia begins warming up to him.

Demi Haunted

Buster is a bit player in a Cantonese Opera troupe who has
never had a starring role. But when a ghost starts causing
trouble during the productions, he finds himself being asked to
play a female lead.

The Wonderful
Wedding

When Li Shu Fen and Gao Fei got engaged, they had no idea
getting to the big day would be such an undertaking. Their
biggest obstacle is Shu Fen's father Jin Shuang, who's peeved
that the apple of his eye is getting married to a punk unworthy of
her. His disapproval of the match leads him to set the young
couple some impossible tasks like a strict adherence to
traditional customs.

30/08/2018 05:40

30/08/2018 10:55

30/08/2018 12:40

30/08/2018 14:30

30/08/2018 16:15

30/08/2018 18:10

30/08/2018 19:50

30/08/2018 21:30

30/08/2018 23:20

31/08/2018 01:10

Hollywood
Adventures

Ming goes to America for his love. Wai goes there for his movie
dream. Wei goes there for a reason. When the three
inadvertently stumble upon an illegal import operation, they are
forced to band together and go on the run from the authorities
who believe them to be guilty. Not only that, but they are being
ruthlessly pursued by Manny Love, the angry ringleader of the
very lucrative crime ring that our three heroes have thrown into
jeopardy.

Fist & Faith

Set during the 1930s after the Japanese invasion of Manchuria,
a teacher and a group of students establish a study club to
preserve their language and culture as an act of protest against
the foreign invaders.

Twins Mission

A Tibetan dZi bead on its way to be exhibited in Hong Kong was
stolen. With a possible link to a long-lost cult, the Gemini Clan,
the guardian of the dZi bead Lucky and his adopted son Hey
tried to solicit the help of the head of the Clan, the Principal.
However, when the mysterious gang seriously wounded Lucky
after another attack, the Principal reluctantly summoned the help
of the Clan's former members - Twins.

Natural Born
Lover

Reportedly inspired by a true story, the lighthearted urban
romance has a bigger emphasis on comedy compared to the
director's past films, but still features loads of his unique insights
on relationship. When pastry chef Lam meets nurse Bo, he is
instantly attracted to her by her angelic beauty and ladylike
grace. They soon fall madly in love with each other, but Lam
begins to see the not-so-desirable side of her.

My Egg Boy

Even in modern-day Taipei, women feel the societal pressure to
get married and have children before the clock runs out.
Thankfully, there is a solution: freeze your eggs and prolong
your fertility until the right one comes along! A comical tale on
freezing time for the sake of prolonging the pursuit of love, this
Taiwanese comedy showcases the “smallest” actors on the big
screen: frozen spermatozoa and eggs.

The Transcend

The young novel writer Yan Dong faces obstacles in his writing
career when he published his first spiritual and supernatural
genre novel. He is being criticized all the time for his work. His
manager Bao Jin has no choice but dares Yan Dong to go
further into the unknown realm so he can compose a more
believable novel. He suggests Yan Dong to use all kinds of
traditional customaries to open his 'third' eye in order to see
spirits and ghosts.

It's A Mad Mad
Mad World

Bill, a TV news reporter, tries to make ends meet to support
himself, his wife and 3 daughters in urban Hong Kong. The
daughters are in those teenage headache inducing years.
Loletta is into J-pop and wants to travel to Japan to study their
culture. Bill reminds her that the Japanese invaded their
country. In the mist of the misadventures of Bill and his family,
their luck and lives ultimately change when Bill's wife suddenly
wins the lottery.

31/08/2018 04:45

Special Forces

With the recent crime rate, a group of people decided to form a
neighbourhood watch to patrol their small town. The people who
formed the watch are mostly retirees, and are fans of action
movies, always imagining themselves to be an action hero like
their idol. Their chance to be a hero finally comes when a
mysterious girl appear in their town to seek their help.

31/08/2018 06:15

92 The
Legendary La
Rose Noire

The film is about a movie hero of the 60s called Black Rose, but
she was actually real, and a woman in the 90s is mistaken for
her because she's in the wrong place at the wrong time and ...

31/08/2018 07:50

A Hong Kong police station used to be a clubhouse of the
Japanese at the time of their occupation of the city during World
War II. However, at the end of the war, many of the Japanese
The Haunted Cop
committed haka kiri in the clubhouse. In the present time, after
Shop
thief Sneaky Ming (Billy Lau) was captured and incarcerated at
the station, he was lured into a world of the paranormal by the
spirits of those still inhabiting the building.

31/08/2018 09:20

Hotel Deluxe

“Hundred Stars Hotel” is run by a group of incompetent staff
including OK, the Assistant Manager, Pacino, the Chief
Bartender, Peach, the Head of Housekeeping and Sammy, the
Receptionist. Rumor has it that a mysterious hotel detective will
arrive soon and define the rating of “Hundred Stars Hotel”. In
order to match the five-star standard, harsh Cruella has been
appointed as the Hotel Manager to restructure the hotel.

Jiang Hu- the
Triad Zone

The word is out on the streets, someone will assassinate
underworld kingpin Jimmy Yam in the next 24 hours. Jimmy is
bold and daring, he gets a chance to see the people around him
as who they really are: his wife Sophie, his consigliere Wai, his
bodyguard Yue, his mistress Jo Jo, his rival Si, a rising gangster
Tiger and a loyal-man who is in jail for him. Then, he finds out
who is behind the assassination…

31/08/2018 03:10

31/08/2018 10:55

Kung Fu Mahjong

Another gambling movie from Wong Jing, this time he combines
the fun of kung fu and mahjong.

31/08/2018 14:20

LuLu the Movie

Lulu The Movie is a comedy about a determined Chinese lady
named Lulu who comes to Singapore to meet her online lover,
but after being disappointed by what he turns out to be, she
decides to make it on her own and succeeds in becoming an
international fashion icon and mogul.

31/08/2018 16:05

La Lingerie

Miu, Donut, Celine and CC come from four different walks of life.
Yet they always seem to hang out at the same place, a sexy
lingerie shop where Donut works…

31/08/2018 18:10

Since being publicly dumped by her boyfriend years ago, Qi Jia
has had a rough go of it. Often violent and almost always rowdy,
the perpetually drunk Qi Jia seems to stumble from one messy
Meet Miss Anxiety situation to another. She shares an apartment with her best
friend Shuer and the shy Xiaoou whose apparent affections for
Qi Jia go sadly unnoticed. When the already volatile Qi Jia is
diagnosed with early on-set menopause…

31/08/2018 19:50

It is the story primarily of two half-brothers, Dragon and Tiger,
separated at a young age. The younger Tiger was raised at the
titular dojo, whereas Dragon was adopted by a mob boss after
Dragon Tiger Gate his mother's death. Years later, the two of them come into
conflict by chance. A third warrior, Turbo Shek, eventually joins
the fight as well and they eventually band together to take on
Shibumi and the Luocha Gang.

31/08/2018 12:40

31/08/2018 21:30

Where the Wind
Settles

The year when the Chinese Civil War breaks out, Fan and Shun
Zi escort their injured Captain Sheng to safety. After they have
fled the small town, they accidently find a small child hidden in a
ceramic pot in a deserted village. Little Feng Hsien pokes his
head out, bursting into laughter. Brought together by Fate, the
three men have to take the child with them on the run. But they
can never expect that they would run from Huaibei to Taiwan.

31/08/2018 23:35

Last Ghost
Standing

On New Years Eve 2000 the cinema on the 666 King's Road
presents its last show before closure. Unfortunately the forces of
Hell arise. A horrible, gory bloodbath starts out…

